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"' . : Alt.ernative reproductive tactics utilized in two separate. populations ot 
. . 
\ tlie Newfoundland male "cunner,_-Tautogo/abrus adspersus, ~·er~· inv;stigatcd· for · 
f . . . . 
tradeoffs between sperm produCtion ~ somatic growth. One population in 
' ' . . 
· ·Broad Cove, Conception. ~ay, consisted of pai~ spawning tcrri.torial males ~nd 
nonspawiling pret~n:itorial. males. A second pop~lati.on ~t N~rris Point, Bonne 
' ~ ~· 
Bay, contained group 'spawning nonterritorial I:Dalcs. The parameters m~asurcd 
. . . ' .. ' . ' ' . . :. . . . . .. 
. from prespawning and po~tspawning sa.mples _of both. populations were tot,al 
. . ' . . . 
length, · eviscer~ted body 'weight, gqnad··weight; a~d age. These var.iab-les imd a 
I ~ ' .. • ' • • 'fo ' ' I I ' • . ' ' ' ill' 










. types of .males· ~e~t~oii~d. abo~e:· R~;ul~s indic~t~d .. th'a~ ·gohad-wci;-~ ~ an·d.: . · 
• • ~ 'lo • • ' ; ...........___ :; ·~ 
. gonad~omatic indites per'·age ~lass were significantly -greater in group· spa~ning · -~_-; ,: 
-m~te~ than. in ·preterr_it~riaym~1,es. youqger _·than _15 ;,e~rs .. -yhc ~a~ ~as fo;;n~ r~r . ~ v · .: 
gonad w~ight per. uiii't 'body weight .at a:ge, there hi ·s~pp'lrting 't~e -prediction that d' 
t ' I " ' 
group spa-\vziers inyest . heavily in sex . produ,cts early in life.. Group · sp.a.\vning 
• • :t ~ ---11' • • 
provides. an .opp~rtunity for a female'~ eggs to qe extern.ally .fertilized by many 
- .• 
. . . . . , . . . 
males,- .and Jarga_gon.adalJnvestments in group . ..spa-wni·n~robab~y.-a,...-;- ----:-' 
• i • ' • I , • , ' • : . ' • 
·result of sperm co·mpetition. ' ' •· 
. . . . . 
• Length aiid body weight at age 'of the male group spawning p'opulation , 
' 
at Norris P9int ·were significantly less 9·I.an those of the _pretcrritorial male 
popul3:ti0~, at J?road Cove. Body ·size differences ~ere slight·, liow~ver, suggesting 





' . .. ' . . .-
~ .. no ·significant trad.eoff between 'high sperm production . and -dec-r'ca.scd. ·somatic 
. . . . . . .· . . / .. 
... 
•' 
· .growth rate. A tradeoff-betwe~n high.sperm pr~ductlon and reduced longevity 'of· 
'gfroupsp1.wtling m~les '~as sugg~sted· by ·the absence or ~lder (> n y~~rs). m~lcs at ." 
·• ·the group spawning s'ite (Norris Point) as compa:red to high· frequencies· o£ simila~ 
- . . 
aged·. males · at the pair. spawning ~ife· (Broad Cove). Age·· frequencies or females ·- · . 
. . .. . . 
. were.,the .s:am~ bet~een both populatfons .. . .. 
' . 
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$ W:fthin . the Broad. Cove population; territorial males )ny~sted more· 
. jo, ' :- •. ~ 
. , . 
" .. . . . . , . , . " 
· energy hi gonaas. than . pr~t~rrito~ial ~ales. · · S.~~ces~f~l _ter~itqrial m.a.ies_ exhibi~~---· .· .' 
a Jaster ~ growt_h_ ratr·: thap' preterritorial. males, · although the· md,_dmum .;total -~ · · 
·'· f 
• • ~ I> . • - .:> .. 
Jcngtbs and. body weights ~.btained were similar between both male types. .. . , 
. Sin~e female ~~nners. exhibit the same growth ·and reproductiie -tactics··,( 
• . , • 't 
irrespcc~ive ·or geQi~aphic. Joca~iQn, differences in femai'e bo~y ... sii~ at' ag~"were . 
used t~ compare the cohditiC?ns; fo~rowt~ :between the t~o study . ·site~: · Norri~ 
• \ • - • • oil~ • • • 




. . ' 
Point; fcma]es were. significantly smaller• in ·length · ~nd body · weight at age tll,an 
.' • • . ' • • . I , ' . . · ...... 
thos¢ of Broad Cove, although differences were slight. ·,These observed differ.e,nces 
- iii femal~ bf~~ · ~o~tb ~ay ~· ~~lated to di!fe~;~ces i~ lo~alp~~ril~n. ~e~ty : 
b.~twce~: both_ sa~phng_ sttes. · Fe~ ale$ from-~ both Broad_ Cove .~nd _Norns Pou~t ·.· 




. . . •. • ', i·; 
·::·' 
... 
·\'fe~c , s~aller ·sized p~er ag~\ elMs . ~b.an ,. local~ ma!e~ · ( ex.c~_uding:- terri.~ori3J mal~s). : 
. !fhey were also heavier ·at length than resident males,· altho~gh .. ditfetences-=-·-were ; .~ ·.c ,--: .. ' , 
J • .. ' . " • • • • ••• ./siight .- bct_we~~- s.exes~n B~oad Cove. ···~·· comparison o(the· in~ari t~taHengths';t .. ··::. .'·. · _:;~ 
/,' agC or c~~riers ' (sexes co~bi~ed) with l~~it~de ,fro~. i~e lit~rature in,4icat0d Do .·· .. •. · • : 
' readily apparent latitudinal effec.t on cunnex:·gro'\\'tl!. · · · · · . ,, ·· : 
o, ~ I• • 'f • • • ' .. " .t • l 
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INTRODUCTION 
.r . ( 
• 
. 
. Spe'cies g·enera,l1y use a specific tactic to 'reproduce (Wilson 1975 ). 
' • ~ \ (1. I ' " ,.... J 
Consequently, the. classification of species · has ·often .been b~ed, at least ·i~ part, 
on the particular reproductive tactic utilized (Howard 1Q84) . 
. . . /' 
. Recently, however, research on species-specific reproductive tactics has 
. . ) ' . 
revealed evidence of tactical v~riation .within species (reviewed in Austad· 1Q84, 
. . . ' . . . ' . . 
Dominey 1Q84, W4J~z· and· Wolf 1Q~4).' Alternative repr.cductive tactics may take 
. the form of •sne"aking; ~alings,, ~n which s~~ll (you~g) maies .briefly enter 
.., ~ • territo~ies defended ~y large (oid) mal~s and mate witli ~isitiitg.Je~ales (e.g. 
0 
' , . . 
An.olis, lizards, Trivers l.Q76; spider.s, · Christenson and Goist 1979); •satellite'• 
residency/ in which a younger male takes position (not detected by the older 
dcfending\nlale) .in a territory and attempts to ma.te with recep~ive r.emales (e.g. 
Ana/is lizards; Trivers 1976; waterbucks, Wirtz 1982~ water striders, RubEtnstein 
.. . 
1 084); or~ mimicking fema.le behaviour, by :which smal~er .males a.ccess f~male~ J 
while avoiding aggression of lar.ge territorial males (e .g. ruffs, van, Rhijn 1Q73; 
bullfrogs, Emlen 1078 and H~ward 1978, )Q84). . · 
) · Fishe~) ~!·re · among tl~~se an}mals in which alternative ~eproductive 
tactics ma.y c;nstitute a widespread phenomeno~. (e.g. Poeciliidae; Constantz ... \ .. _, 
. .. 
f075; ~yprinodontidae, Kodtic·Brown 1977;. Scaridae, Warner and Downs· 1977; . 
~asterosteidae, ~owland 1Q7Q; S~lmonidae, GrQs~ 19~)." Gross· (19~2) provided a 
'dpt.niled account of two altern~tive reptoduc'tive tacti~s (sneakers and satel~ites) in 
male bluegill sunfish (Lepor:ais· macroch.ir~s Rafinesque: Cent:archidae). Large, 
old territoriaL rri~les b~iid riests, attr~ct _fem(l.~es, remai~ at th~ colo~y ··at:ter 
. . 
spawning,~· show· the parental care ch.aracteristic of _t)l~ir.species. Small; young 
sne~kcr males hide behi~d ro.cks ·and plants, dart i~to a nest .· b.~neath . the 
. . . , . . . 
spawning pair,· release sperm, the~ dart out ·and repos'iti~n · themselves. A .satellit_~ . 
. 
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male {midra~e in body size and age relative to territorial tnalcs a'rrd. s~eakersf 
-.. . . . . . . . . ~ 
hovers. in' the water' column above a territorial. male, -~escends slow.ly i'n.to t.he nest 
• ' • • ..-l 
. \vhen' a female is wesent, millllcs fe~a)es in colour and beha.vio~r :·(f:e. thc~cby 
' . . . . . 
avoiding territorial male aggression), and positions itself w~b the spawnitig .p.nir to 
,. . . ' . . . 
release sperm. . .. 
. . 
.. . Meyer (1977) repor.ted both' pair aQ~ group spawn.irig: by male wrn~ses, 
. . 
. . .' 
.. 
. .... · ~ 
' . . .. 
I ',..; ·:"' 
· , 
-: .. ' 
. ·.'·: "' . . . . ~ . . . .., . . 
(Thalassoma · cupido Temminck and ~~hlegel: Labridae). Pa.~r spawning involves · >:· '" 
a large territorial ~ale (coinprising less than 1% of the pop.ul_ati~~ and ~rcmn!~~: .· > ·:~ . ·· .. :/~ 
Sm~IJ~.r non territorial ' mal~~ spawn in· g;.~~~~- o~. up,, to .15~·. ip_di~idtl~Js• -'Yit.h ri. / :~''< ~ 
receptive (em ale. · War,ner ·and Horrm.ati' ( 1gg~a)· also des~r.ibc<i these tYm tac.t.ics· in . . . .. . · .. ·. ·, : 
. • ' .. 
: ' •• & • • ••• • 
,:_ ," I I 
· 1 I • • • • • I : , , ; 
1 the labrids Thalasso'ma bifasciatu•n (Bloch.) . 'an~. ·T:. > luc'asan u1~ . (.Gill). . . Iri· •. · , · :· ·. · i:: 
addition, -i~t~r~ren~e (•sneak•) SP.'awnings_W~f·~· obser ·, .. 
1 
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:· ... 
·~· I , , o' l 
r· ' . 
t~.' ' . 
.• 
· ~ ;:.· . ·. :· 
~· . •0\ ot•,\,~~ ', ' ' t I ' ' ' '' :~ I • :~ ' 
. . • 'II . t • .... • . : • • .. .••. ~.. • ' • ' • : : .. . . 
rushed into a territory and.joined a territori~l male a d fc ale in. g~~·ete rcl~ils~, . . . - .. : ·. ' . 
' - . - ' . . . . • · ·; .. •( 
the·n quickly left the site. .. · 
.. . .. 
. . Conspecifics may use one or mQrC 
' . 
•individual or a .population level as adaptive. alternati s to .th.e sp~cics •n~rm~~'. 
. . r -
On an· individual level, alternative tac-tics. can. be ·gene~ically OJ oiltogcn~tically 
fixed f~r life in.eac~ fish'(Vvaltz and ·\Vo)(lQ84). O~·tog~nc·ti~ chahges·~ frequen~ , 
e~pressed .s age and/or size eff~cts on . particular reprod\)ctive 'tactics; . ·~ay be 
I • • . , . ' , ' • 
limited in scope by. environmental .const~aints (e.g, • abundance of 'rood in 'pr~-
. . . . .. . 
. maturation years) . . Alternative . t~ctics' can also· be varia_bl.e within a Jifc~ime,· or 
. even re~rsible ('Warner ··a~·d H.offman ioso~). : Individua:l variability · ~ay. ·9e 
· ~ffected by envitonm~n ta\ .,fe~;~re~ .s.~.eh ~ r€sour~~ availa~ility . (e.g~ def~p.dab_i{it; . 
' •" t I ' , o• , 0 ., • , 1 ' - • 
of a. mating terrif0ry; availability . of sites for attracting fcma)CSj St.lp·pJy of ri_pc 
' · . 
females; ahun·dance of food),· male density in. a; .Population (ikid.), or frequc~~y of . . 
, I 
·· .. 
. ·~ · ·,: 
.• . 
·. 
~ . . ·-
. "'· 
..  · ... : .. r-. 
• ~ _:. f \. • . : 
. i 
) .·.: 
>:• · .. _:;_:/;~}~ 
: • • • ' • • • 'll • • 
·.p'ar'ticular taetics used . by 'other males. (Gross .and· Philipp ... Hl85 ). . 'At·:· the· . ·· 
. .. .. -
,•.. . 
• • • • • • ' t • ~ • • ' I I • 
population level, . a. . discrete perceri tage t>f males wiH ·adopt one. p~rtieular . 
. . I . . . • • ' . • 
reproductiv~· t~ctic for 'iife, whil~ ;~ .different 'gioup ot males uses an ,alternative ' 
\ I ' .. • • ' • ' t f P • '• ,': • • • t I 
(Constantz ' Hl75). Different -reprodl)~t~ve aJterl)atives in;~Y.L~vcn be adopted . · 
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' Theore'fThal studies of species' life \'nistciry evolution incorp'orate 
• D 
• tradcoffs • betwee-n life hist9ry traits (Reznick J~85 ). One tradeOff is the co~ of 
reproduction, whi.ch is fundamental in predicti~g thr;;ptimal rejnoducti'ie tactic's 
• .... • . '1' . - ~ 
., utilized in any given environm~nt. Although b'ehaviourttl studies reveal, as noted 
~ : . ab~c, the existence of al.terdative ~;eproductive tactics in fish species, empirical 
;~,~~~! quantifying the costs (e.'g. decreased growth rate,. reduced p~ental 
;SUrvlfa;) ·and overall b~pefits (e.g. increased fecundity) as~ociated with t.hese. 
··~ite.fnalives remains s~.ant. Reznick (IQS5), describ~d four empirical methods for 
m:~suring the Jsts of reprodu~tion .. t!itftly, ~~udies in pQ.en~typic ~orr~lations 
w~~ld d~al with na~ra_lly qscurring ~.ariatio'n i~. reproductive effort, p!esimting 
. slatistical correlatjons o.r ·associations between some hidex of reproductive ·effort 
• 1 \ ' t 
and a potential· cost to the parents. Secondly, direH experimental manipulation . 
. . . 
,·, 
.. 
o.f .sol!lc. aspect· . of reproduc't~on or ~orne environmental variable which· afr~ct~ . 
·: 
. · 
. . . 
. . . . ... 
. . . ,_ . . ' 
•• rcp_roduction would ··allo~ · . rri~asur.emerit .. of' correl~ted res~ses in adult growt~ . . . : ., 
". ~·nd survi~al. ·. T.hitdly, . genetic. correlations equid encompass var.iatioris. _b~tw~en . · . . -~ · · ,_· _<· 
• t ' ' • ~ • '- ' . \" 
._ nnt.ural 'pop.ulaqons. i~ . addrtion. · to . difter~~ce~ ~ithi~ .a population; ' ~rodu~·ing ·. ..:.:· 
· .. __ .9uan_tit_ative g~~~tic. e~~~m~·~t . or the .~orr~l~tion' of a~·. index o~~prod~.c.tiv; e~fo;t . ..· ·. ·.·. 
· .. \\•ith some potential _cost. fourth techiiique would involve an artificial ~election · ... '
• • • • • u : ' • 
ex,peJ:iment.;'· measurin.g. correla~ed changes' .in 'some index Qf reprodu~tiVe eff9rt 
~ . . . . - . . ·. . . ._ .. . ' 
n.nd a pote~~ial cost in. response to sele~o~ ~~· some aspe~t oC.aii-: organ~_ts _life 
history : (e.g; .,an ··artificial redpction in adult li(espan .·selecting for Increased 
- ' t . # ' .. • • 
. . d. fccundit~ at ~n early: age plus red~c~~. lon~evity). . , ·. ;-· \ 
£::.... ~ The ·cunQer,,Tautogolabrus . a4spersus (Walbaum), ·a commo~ inshore 
~ "' . • ~ ' t 
lab-rid .fi~h, jg an· excellent subject for phenotypi,c ·correlation studie.~ C0nceniing 
• ... ~ t 
alternative reproductive· tactics because. in)le cunners utilize tw.o · reproductive 
.frict.ks in · Newfo'l:l~dla.nd (i.e . . ·Pair spawning .and group .aaawn.ing; Pottle. and 
. ' - . . . ' - . . . . . ' . . . ... . . 
Green 1079a, Pottle et a/. 1Q81).' Speci,ically, a territorial maie (>200 mm. TL) 
• • • • ' • • • • c::.. ' • - • ~ • • • • • -~ . ' .. • ' 
~courts in·d.iv~d~al· fema~es as they swit,n .throu~h . l!_is.t erritor.y. .Courtship . often 
culminates in ~ ,yertical _(pair) spAvriing r~n with both male and fe'male 'reJeasing, . 4,. 
gaine(e~ ~t the a~·ex. Prio~ to~ establi~hing .-its. first territory, 9: p~ete~ritorial male 
docs. not spawn·: a1iliougb'h-c is se~u~lly mature b~ the third year. Alternativel~; 
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a grou~ spawning nonterritorial m,ale (8()-180 mm TL) courts a r~c-eptivc ft'mnle, 
and is joined by an aggregation of 3 to > 12 males in chasing the female along' n 
• • ' a. 
. horizontal, convolutM ..patl{. The femal~ then initiates a vertical (group) 
sp'iwning run, which terminates with ·all indi~iduals releasing gametes at the npcx. 
$ - • . .. 
Preterritorial male cunners must attain a sufficiently large body size t.o 
C?~pete successfully with conspecifics for a mating tfrritory (i.e. in which 
·subseqnent p.ait· -5pawnings -are assured). Territorial males should therefore 
allocate more energy to body g~owth (i.e. during preterritorial years) than grOUI> 
' . 
spawning nonterritori.al ni&les. Since establishment of a territoiy is unnec~ssa.ry 
. . . . . . 
for nonterritorial . males to group spawn, ~these· cunners should not be investing 
hel!;yil~. in body ·g~o;y§ ,.· lik.~ ;reteiritorial males. '~ep" t~~t group spawning · 
p~ovides arr ~pportunitj for 'a femaie's eggs to be externa.Jly fertiliz~d by many 
. . 
. ' . 
;. c # 1 " ., • • 1 !I . · •. - • ' •· ., 
mal~sj grou.P spawnini?; males s}l~pld ~lace . more e~ergy relative to· pretcuito rioa.l - ~ 
.49male~ into gamete productiqn. .Thi; high reproducti~~ e.ffort in a group sp~wner • 
' . . - ' ' .. ' . ' ' ~ .. ·- ' , . ' 
. w!>uld in~.~~as_e,, an. indiyidua.l'.s · ~ha~CflS ~f. succ,ssfu)_ly Jertilizing eg~~ . in the 
11S~eim lotterx• .character,istic of group spfl-~qings. ·. Lif~ history th-eo·ry .Predict~ 
. ' ' , . I ' ' • .. \ , .. t~at .high reproductiva. effort ln. group · sp3:wners ,(i.e. _llirg~ . i.nvestment . in ··~ex •. • 
prod~cts e~;ly i~ life', as f>pp9sed to 'deferr~d ~epr(?du~tio~ i~ prete~r·i~r-lal ~al~s) · • \ 
. should..r~sult in a decl:eised somatic growth ~ate.and/pr reduced longevityr> . The· ' 
prese.nt stu.dy is an attempt to evalu~e·th"'ese predictions in aR· inve'£tig:iiion. of 
. . . 
. • . 
. " . . . 
tradeoffs associated with both reproductive tactics of Newloundlan9 male. 
cunners. 
. 
J ~ To accomplish this, two sampling sites were selected on the basis or 
' previous r~earch ~onducted"'by Pottle and Green (1Q.79a, 1gs~ . • 'Phe.sc· authors 
• l - • 
studied a cunner . population of pair spaw.ning territorial males and nonspawning 
( . .. 
. , . . ' 
p'reter!itoria.l males in Broad Cov, , ,Conception Ba¥., Ne~touhdland (197Qa) . . 
T~rriWrhi.l mal~s ~ere .larger 'tha~ all·pretcrritorial males' observed; and' a 1:1 sex · 
. . .- .. 
rati<:> -was e~ident: · ~o group spawnhig had be1~ .obs~rved~-at ~his s,ite dur_ing· l~ 
years of c·unner research (Green, _ unpubL). Alternately, P?ttlc .et al. (lgSJ) 
. . 
described a population of group spawning nonterritorial cunners at Norris Point, 
. I . • 
· Bo~ne Bay, Newfoundl;md. An operational female~ male ratio ot ;t le..a.~~ 3:1 w~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . ' 
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suggested by ihe:-~;&rnal colouration .of fish obseryed {see 'Pottle and Green lQiga · \. 7-
(or details or sexual dichromatism in T. adspersus). , Parameters measured Cor 
. ~yh "!ale in .. llie,present study were lttal !~ngth, · evisc·erated. body weight, go~·ad­
~cight, ano age. These variables and a gona~ma.t_ic index were tested Cor 
differences between group spawning nonterritorial males, p,.air spawning territorial 
. ~ \ . 
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MATERIALS .AND METHODS 
2.1. Study Sites 1 ... 
..f' - Located on the southe.astern side ~nccption Bay (47~35 1 N; 52°53, 
W), Newfo!Jndland (Figure 2-1), Broad Cove is characterized by a bottom sloping 
gradually seaward, wit~ large and .~mall boulders strewn amid bedrock 
outcroppings. · Seasonal growth of macrophytes and bent.liic algae periodically 
. . \ ' 
blanket much of this area . 
.. ' 
. ~ . 
Situated on the ,-)Vest coast of Newfoupdland (Figure 2-1 k Bonne Bay is·. 
--... a deep, two-pronged fjor.~ .with a small .perce-nt;ge of littoral area. Some· of ttiis 
....____ . . ' . ' . . 
. ......... - . 
. ~U:.ttoral zone characterizes Norris Point (4G-0 15' N, 59°30' W), with. a flat bo~~om. _ 





2·.2. Sampling ~roced~re and 'Measurements 
One hundred ninety-four group spawning nontcrritorial males were. 
collected just prior to spawnfng at Norris Point on June 24-25, 1 ~84 ('.fable 2-1 ). 
One hundred ninety-six pret~rritorial males were obtained from Broad Cove o.n 
' ~ 
July 4-5, before the 1Q84. spawning season (ibid.). The gear used was a collapsible 
hoop net consisting of two 1 ~ diameter· brass rings joined . by 1 m p( I :3 em 
. - ' ' . 
(stretched) ny.Jon mesh netting (Figure 2-2): This net was bajtcd wjth. freshly 
·crush~d sea ur'ehins, Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis (a preferred rood of 
- .. ' 
cunners), lowered from _a boat io rest flat on th¢ bottom, then rapidly hauled to 
. ' . 
the surface aft~r . cunners. had been_ attracted to the .bait ·(~pprox. 2-3 !llln). 
Althoug~· territo11ial male cunners" do. not enter. ho~p ~et~, ~ subme-~'Obscrv·cr 
was· present during collection of preterritorial males to .ensure. that no territorial 
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9 
SCUBA ~ivers at Broad Cove on July 6-7, 1g84. All specimens were placed· on ice 
.,. immediately following capture and transported to ireezer facilities at the Marine 
. . e 
Sciences Research Laboratory. (Logy Bay) . 
I . . . ' 
' \. All samples were later. processed for measurements of futaUength.(TL · 
+ 1 m~), body wet weight (folloWing removal' of digestiv1 tract and g~ds), and 
. gona~ wet weight: Weights to the nearest+ 0:0~ g were·bbtain~d using a Mettler 
j ' I 
Prccisa-512CCT digital balance. Otolith and scale samples were 3-lso· extracted 
. . ...... "' .. 
from each cunner (see below), and· placed in stan~~rd scale envelopes for ~~~~· 
. . To control for possible site-specific growth differen~es b~tween . IDles . 
from bo.th. loeations (,e.g. ·due to a Jonger period of warmer summer water 
te~peratu_r~~ in .Bonne · Say teltttive to · qpncep.tion · ~ay; Ste~le Jg'74, .. Hooper ·· 
unp\lhl.), ·195 female gro~p · spawn~r·s ~er.~ colie~ted in .. hoop nets at Norris ·P.oint 
. ' -
. . ·~>D Jl}n~ 29~ao,. · j~st. prio~ . to-comme~ce~~nt :ol ~he 1Q85 .spawning se~on 6;ab.le 
. ... . ' . . ' . ' . 
.. . ·. 2-1_)·,: ~Jghty-t~r~e' ~~~ale · p~i~·.sp.aw~~ts· ~ere .pe~~ed ~rior .'.t~··sp.awning ~n Br~~~· . 
, .Cove on Jl,lly -lQ-1~, -lg85 (tbtd.). All. Broa;d Cove 'females .and 88 females frbm 
No~~is Poin~ w~he proce~_sed · as 'described . ~b~ve. .' .. . · · .. ' • . 
1 
... . . . In :additi~ti ~o the abov.e ·data, .TL (+ .. 1 ~.m), eviscerated. body w_eight . 
, •, • ' ' ' • • • • • • . • - , 0 
( +·0.0~ . g), and- postspa'Yning gonad wet· weigh~ were det~rmil:l'ed . for lQ7 ·male 
. . ~ , . . . . ,.,· - ' . . 
group spawners 1 netted at . NoJ:ris Point o;n October.- 2-~,. 1984, and 263 . 
prcterritorial ~ales Iiett~d'in . Broad Co-Ve on· .S~pte~ber .20:21, '1984 {Table 2-1) ... 
. . .· . . 
.Ololiths ~and sca.le·samples wer~ als~ taken 'for iUbsequent aging. 
······-··- .. , 
2.3. Age: Determination , . 
~ - . ' . . . , . . 
• ' • • • ' , ' • • ' I • ~ ' .. J 
. :. A high incidence o·r scale regeneration· (approx .. 80-Q9%) wjs observed · 
. )pr in.d}~Id,~~i c~nne"'rs ... Conseque~tly~ . ri~e body. r~gions . on efl~h .~ide .·or 25 , 
cunner!; ~vera ~ur.veyed for _nonrege~erated scales. scales .~a.lid · ··ror. aii.~g ~~~e 
. . ·most rre~uenuy. Io~ated bet wee~· ·roJ· rc>ur to .six immediat~tY. .. abov(! the .amii tin . 
. ' . 
' I ,• ~ 
; 



















. · oil .ibe ielt Side ~~ ;; fish~ ·Scale ~ampl~ Were ·then reinov.ed from this region with f ... :i.:.·~·:.: 
l orceps lqr ali rOmaiOing· fish; and Oa~h ~~de , w~ . ge'i. tly , cleaned : '\Yith , :(2~ J , :.!I! 
·potassium hydroxide. sQlution to r:emove ad~erent . tissue (Serchuk 1972)', prior · to : . . . · ··} 
v - .. . ' . . ·' . ' . . . . . t .. ~ . ·:~~~ m~.unting betw-een· two. glass slid~s.· . Du~ ·t9 the_ .extreme-·diffic~lty in. 'determiping · · · ·. · )~ 
. . . . ' l':·~~ 1;:, ~·-~: .. · .. . ·- . ., ... , 
., _,. ·, . . . - . . . .' . ~· ... :.+,:~~ ~:~. • •• ' ,., •• • • .. ,'!"..,.. 
-· . •. . . . . ' ·· .. ·;1. 
:,i':.: . . ' ~ ~-~ ' ~···· . . :. ···'4 ·~~~:..' ... : . . ... '~\:;)id ~,:,,;,;j;,J[;,j,~;,;; ;.;~; ·,,2~:::s:.L;; ;,)i,i,ir.:,{J,;,~f.;, ,d~,;)~.:;;;; ~:,,;0~~,;~ ,;~;<,;;!~;;;;;~~'"'~)~.;;~ ;j ,,:\c:· · ;.;f' :i) ,·,J~~?· 
'· .. -
.-. . . / ' .- . ·. , . 
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ll Table 2-1: Description of nonterritorial cunner catches hauled in 1984 
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t· ... ' . 
and 1Q85, between 0730 • 1745 h . 
Sampling Total# Total# 
Date: of Males: of Females: 
June 24/84 71 . 789-
June 25/84' 123 no data 
July. 4 - 5/84 196 744 
Sept. 20- 21/84 263 1052 
' Oct. 2 - 3/84 · 197 3763 
June 29 - 30/85 .. 22 . 1Q5 . ' 
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no data · 
1: 3.'8 
. 1: 4.0· . 
1:1'9.1 
1:8.9 . 
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("'age with scales mounted conventionally from ·Broad Cove territorial .males, . . 
permanent acetate slide impression~ were made of these scales to increase 
• 
readability. with a Zeiss Projectina microprojector. , - _ 
. L'cft and right otoliths (sagittae) wer~ extracted with ·forceps through a I· · · 
cranial incision, and rubbed. to remove extraneous material. Relatively thick · 
otoliths bearing unreadable surfaces were either g;ound down on a #149 
carb.otundum stone .~r .b!oken in half through the nucleus; iQ the latter instance 
'the/ broken surface was read. Otolit~ pairs were mounted for aging in a 1:1 
. . 
glycerin and water mixture on ·black Plasticine. 
/J - • • 
I · , · ' t 
/ . for all · group spa wrung and · preterritorial · fish, · age was first 
d~tcttni~ed ~~ o~oliths unde~ ·reflected. light · with a· Zeiss s~·ereomicroscope, then I . . . . .. . . 
·. ~depen.de_~tly on ~cales with .a Ba?sch and Lomb .. mi~r~proje~to'r~ . F~shes ~i~h . 
/bo~~ structures ~~.tact were us'~d fo~ . ag~ ver.ific.ation between these ~~o ~et~ods. . . ~ · ( On~ h·undred . o.tol~hs ·were als~ .randomly reread in a doubl~blind · · 
/ stu9\._by Geor~e Fury, a technician with ·many" year~ of experience aging.fish at · 
a f · , 
the Northwest Atlantic. Fi.sheries Center (D.F:o. - St. John's branch, F.A.F.P. 
divisiqn) to obtain an es~imate of observer agreement . 
. . ~ 
2.4. Statistical Analyses 
' 
All data analyses were performed ·using programs· available m the 
. \ . 
Statistical Package (or · the Socia~ Sci~nc.es (X version 2.1, SPSS Inc. 1983) on t~ . 
Digital Equipment Co. VAX-1V785 computer at Memorial ·University of . 
' I • • 
Newfoundland. 
. . ' : I . , 
To investigate whether all Newfoundland . male cti~ners adopt the 
same tactics or g~o~t.h .and matu'ration; ~oma:tic , and go~adal 'devel~pm~nt at age. 
were c~mp~red . . "between . Norris ' P~i~t group . sp~wners· · a~d ~· Br~ad Cove 
··preterritorials. Fish~ages wer~ fi~~t categbriied.into group~; each-·group containing • . 
3 . age . dass~~. . Me~ns cal~ulated . (~r- to·ta~l le~~th ('fL), . bod~ ~fig;ht . (W b)~· gonad .. : 
,,Ieight (W g), and gonadosom_atic ind~x (G~I, se,e Equation .:1 on n6t page) ~ithin -' 
·. cac~ ·age g~oup were . tested with· Student is . t Cor differences between both 
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GSI (.%} I (1) gonad weight (gf X 100 
· ·•···· evisce£1~~d body weight (g)• 
~... . 
• Body weight minus gona~ digestive tract. The cunner is a stomach less fish. 
... 
~near regres~io~n using l~ast sq~ares was then applied to 
untransfo!med d~ta to describe TL, W b' W &' and GSl over the complete age 
range for Norris_ Point group spawning males an~ Broad Cove preterritorial mnles. 
To sta~ilize het~rog~neous ~aria~ce in 'the res~nt _error terms (J?rlfpe,r and· 
Smith 1981), all variables except GSI were natural log-transformed (ln=log· ). 
·. - . . . . . .. . . ' - , . . . e 
Multiple lin·ear regre~3ion with a · •dummy• variable representing location was 
u ata ~ooled from both sam)lling sites. . Hi~rar.chical F tests were utilbed 
to test fo diffe}'e·nces in the s~opes and group means of the latter des-criptive_ 
eq~·ations. 
.. 
To compare the proportion of ener:gy allocate·d to gonad development 
per unit body weight by male ·group spawners and pr~terriiorial males, natural 
logarithms of their gonad_ welghts we;e regre.ssed as a~ainst In-transform~(. 
. body weights. F tests were .used to test for dif~erences in the regression lin~ 
- ' describing each male type. Length-weight relationshiP,s using ln-transforml!d data 
.. were also <;OD)pared. 
_·Female-~ (i.e. T~, W~·, W g and GSI at ag.e) from both locations 
were · analysed for .difference_s with the sta_tistical methojs described above. 
Multipt~·linear regression t:equired natural log (In) 'transformations similar to those 
. . .. 
done on males. Length-weight relationships and bC!dY weight-gonad weight 
.... relationships were also . compare~~ 
·Within the Broad Cove cunner population, prcterritoiial males were 
. . . 
~nvestigated Jor. s~miladties' to . pair spa~I}ing .territorial p14les (see ab~v~ for 
statistical techniques). Preterritorial males were then statistically compared with 
. . ~ . 
r~sident . no~territQrial fe.~~les. .'_ Differenc'cs between sexes· in_ the jN,orris Point 
cunne.r· population wer~ ~al_ysed ~ ~ell~ 
~, < .... i ;,; :. ,, .. ;,:,:r..· •..  ,;;;,~ ;.;;. .,,;,,;, .. :,,;L, ; :~,\A·«~·:i;; .. :,~,, ·' _;,,; .... : :, ~ ., ;. < ·,. ·.<: · ,, :. :; .. ·•,:: : : .. :~ •., .. · .· . ,. ·
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qroup spawning~ales from Norris Point were studied for :t tradeoff · 
between sperm production and somatic growth. · Ln-transformed W . was 
. . g • 
regressed ~gain!i~ !nTL within each age class containing 10 or more males (i .e. 
6-12 year~). A sig_nifican~ negative relationship at age was considered a pri or.i to 
be indicative· of a .tradeoff. Male group spawners with gonadosomatic .indiees in 
the extreme range of values were also separated into two categories. One 
category cont~ined males with gohadosomatic indices ~10%; i.e. in the. range ?f 
GSI values ch·aracteristic for nonspawning. preterritOl;ial males.J Males in another .. 
. . . 
category had GSisL.l_f%; i.e. outside the range of GSis repr.esenting both 
t~rritoria_l and pretrer 'torial. ~ales.· - Body weights were plott~d against total 
lengths per a~e clas to determine if body si.z~s at age were similar .between both 
' I • & 
catcgones. .. . . ~ 
\ . 
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RESUI.. .. Ts· 
I . ,. 
. 3.1. Age Determination • 
I 
~ge ~erifi~ation ?ettccn ot~?lith~ arid scales from 43~ _fis!J sho~.cd . 
94.3% agreement. Rereading of 93 otoliths by a second observer indicated 9·i.7% · 
' . 
, I . 
agreement. Where differences between readers. did occur, they were generally of 
only l-2.years. 
. 
' ..... ThJe age structure of each cunner population sampled (i.e. ' sexes 
I \ ' ' • 
sep~rate) is p~~sente~ in Figures 3-1 : 3-4. 
• 
3.2. Sperm Production 
·. Stu<feht's t tests indicated that absolute gonad weights (W ), across g . 
t.hree . age' groups 6-14 years) were significantly greater in Norrit Point group 
spawning males t. . an .in Broad Cove preterritorial cunners. The p~oportion or 
gonad weight rei ~~ to b~dy w~ight (i.e. gon;.dosomatic index: GSI) in gJ:Q,l!P 
spawners was sign( cantly larier' than that of. preterritorial males 'aged -6-14 years. 
Go~ad weight and. GSI• ~id not differ between both male types 2_l5 years (Table 
3-1). . . 
' ' ~egression analyses supported the ab~~indings .. (for a su~mary, sec 
~ppendi~ A). The relationship of .OSI with age was different ·between the two 
behavioural types of males younger than 15 years (Figure 3-5j P <0.001). Na~ural 
·logarithms (In) of preterritorial male age explained 62% of the variance observed. 
' . ~ ' 
in ln(W g), w bereas there w~ no . correlation between age ·and W g Cor group 
~pawn~rs: Ln(Wg) regressed ~gainst lo(bodr weight) for . gro!:Jp spawners was not' , 
signifiea~t, although they goss~sscd b\a':'ier gonads per unit -body weight (~b) 
than p_reterritorial males. ·(Figur~ ~6; P<O.Opl). Lo(W b) of · pretcrritorial males 
~xplaincd 61% of t~e v a riance observed in Jn(W 
8
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. Figure 3-1: Age structfue of the B~nne Bay_.grou~ sp.a~e cunner 
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Figure 3-2: .Age structure of th: Br?ad Covef.lale cunner population. 
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Bonne Bay. Groyp Spawning 'Mole Cunners, 1984: 
Proportion of Ages in the Population Sample 
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·Broad Cove PreterritoritJI .. Male Cun'-ners,-1984: 
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Figure 3-4: Age structure of the Broa:d Cove female cunner population . 
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Bonne Bay Female Cunners, 1985: 9' 
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( . · Broad Cove Female Cunners, 1985: 
,, Prop-ortion· of Ages in· Population ~-ample 
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Table 3-'1: Student's t tests using means of TL, W b' W g' and GSI 
between Bon~e Bay group spawning males (BB) and 
Broad Cove pteterritorial males (BC)r-
. 
Age Yariable df: t 2-:I'ail Result: 
. Group: Tested: Value: . Probability: 
6- 8 yrs TL 85 -1.18 . 0.389 BBp ' BCp 
wb 85 .:o.52 ./ 0.1,)05 BBp=BCp 
,J" w, 84 6.87 0.000 - BBp>BCp 
GSI 84 6.31 0.000 BBp>BCp 
-
9-11 yrs TL 97 . -2.09 0,039 -
-
BBp<BCp 
wb 96 ' ~2;37 0.020. .BB/!<BC~· , . 
" wg - - 95 . .. 4.02 0.000 BBp>BCp l(l~yrs GSI 95. 2.59 0_._011 BBp>BCiL TL 96 '-6.17. O.OQO -BBp.<BCp • 
...._ , 
wb ~6 -5.24 0.000 BBp<BCp - . \ . 
' w, 96 3.21 . 0.002 'BBp>BCp 
· GSI 96 0 . 8.31 0.000 BBp>B9p 
2,15 yrs TL 56 -3.69 Q .• OOl . - BBp<BCp· 
wb 57 -2.~9 0.012 BBiJ<BCp . 
\V 55 -0.98 . 0.329 BBp=BCil g . 55 1.86· • 0.063 . BBp=BCp GSI . 
-
-
. . j 
d r -:- degrees or freedom 
p = varia.ble mean per, age group 
. a= 0.05_ ' 
. . 
, . ... , 
. ' 
- ·-' . • , _ 
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_Regression of gona.dosom·atic index (GSI) on age f9r ·n .onne Bny 
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Bonne:· Bay __ and Broad (;ove ·Male -Cunners, 1984: 
Regression of Gonadosomatic lnd~x on Age 
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Regression of ln(gonad weight) on ln(body w'eight) for Bonne. Bt1y 
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Bon.ne Bay and Broad Cove ~ale Cunners, 1984: 
Regression of ln(Gonad -Weight) on ln(BQd¥ Weight) 
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Within the Broad Cove cunner population, the regressions of GSI on 
age for both territorial _and preterritorial males were not significant, while 
gonadosomatic index at age was greater in pair spawning territorial males than in 
preterritorial males (Figure 3-7; P<O.Ol)· No correlati.on was foun_d between 
territorial male age and \V g' althougf these gonad weights at age were 
si~fican t~y .larger than th?se ·of preterritorial males .{P < 0.00! ). Territo~ial'males 
als allocated more energy to gonadal development per umt body we1ght than 
... pre ·en:itorial males (Figure 3-8; P<O.OOI). , 
3 .. 3. Somatic Growth 
. . ~ . 
· Student's t tests revealed _that total le'ngths (TL) ·and bo~y w,eights 
• ' ~ c. . . • . 
(\V b) f~r ·t~e first .a~e group (6-8 y~ars) d~d not differ significantly between Norris 
' . 
. . Point group spawning males . a~d ·Broad_ ~ove_preterritorial mal~s. However, the 
f • - • • 
me.a.n· size of . group sp~wbers was slightly less than that'. of preterritor.ial · m~lcs 
across. the remaining three age groups (2_9 years; Table 3-1).· 
· Regression anal~ses suppo~the latter fin~ing overo the complete age 
range (for a summllfy, see Appendix A). Ln'}\ge) of Norris Point group spawners 
. ' . . 
and Broad Cove preterritorial males explained 5'2% and 92%, respectively, of the 
. . . 
variance observed in ln(TL)· (P<0.01). The same was ·found for ln(ngc) and 
. ... 
ln(\V b) (Table 3-2; P <~.001 ). Length-weigh~ relationships indicated that 
preterritorial males ·were ·heavier per length class than group spawnin·g males 
1 




~ ,1 ' I 
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.. :; .... . 
., 
. Within the Broad Cove cunner po~ulat.ion, reg~cssion analyses of In· 
transformed data indicated that territorial males were significantly larger in total 
• • ' "" I ' 
length and body weight· at age tban preterritorial males (Figures g.g and 3·10; 
... . 
P<O.OOI). Based on len·gth-weight r.eJa~ionships, body weights at length wer~ 
greater for territorial males (Table 3-3; P <0.01). 
St~dent's t tests. across ·all five age· groups indicated' that Nqrris Point 
. . 
females were. ~m~ller . in -TL, W b' and ·W g than females !rom Broad Cove. 
Gonadosomatic index did not. differ between· both fema'e groups (Table ?·4).' 
• 
Regression · analyses of~ln-tran'sformed data. supported these results (for a 
• . 
' . .. 
' . lo; ~ .  -.:· ·  ·.•· •• ·. ·• . .. . • ' • ' 
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Regression of gon.~dosprp~tic i'nde,x. ( GSI) .on age for Bro~ Cove 
territorial males and preterritorial cunners. · · 
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Broad Cove Preterr. and Terr.- Male Cunners, · 1984: 
Re.gression of .Gonadosomatic Jnd~x on Age / ~ 
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Figure 3-8: Regression of ln.( gonad we-ight} on ln(body weight) for Broad Cove 
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Broad Cove Preterr. and Terr. Male Cunners, 1984: 
Regression of in(Gonad Weight) on ln{Body-Weight) 
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• summary, see Appendix A). The relationships of TL and· \V b. with age were 
' . 
· !;ignificantly different between the· ~wo populations of females (Figures 3-11 and 
3-12; P<O.OOJ), while 87% of their va~:iability in each parameter was explained 
by In( age)._ Ln(age) of. females from Norris Point an~Broad Cove expl_ained 80% 
and 84%, respectively, o( the v~riance observed i? ln(W g), an·d both rela.tionships 
differed significantly (P<O.OOI). No correlation w~- found between age· and GSV 
for either fem~le group. 
Linear relationships describing ln(W g) against ln(W b) were the s3:me 
for fe"\ales from both populations. Ln(W b) explained 82-% and 97% o~ ~be 
variance observed in ln(W ) for females from Norris Point and Broad ·Cove, g . 
respectively. Length·.weight relationships were not significantly different (Table 
3-3). . . 
Comparisons of ·In-transformed TL and \V b at . a.ge between females 
. . 
and males within each population revealed that group_-spaw~ing males a.t Norris 
Point were larger than resident females ' (P<O.Ol). 'Based on length-weight 
. ~ " -·· . 
relationships, females were heavier per length class than males (P <0.001). 
• ' I • o ' , " ' • 
Pr.ct:errit.orial ;nales in Broad_ Cove were larger'in T_L and ·Wb at age tha~ females 
(P<O.OOI). Length:-weig'ht · r·elatio~·ships indicated ·that females weJ!'e slightly_ ; 
hcnv!er at length than preterrftor-ial males (Table.3-3; p'<o.os). 
A.n investigation bf a tradeoff between sperm production and somatic 
/ .  
growt.h in. Norris Point ' group spawning males _showed-that gdnad weight was not 
. . . . 
rela.tcd to t.otal lengt.h within each age class (i.e. 6-12 years; P=0.05). However, 
0 • 
'mnle group spawners wit.h gonadosomatic indices ~IO% (i.e. in the r_ange of GSI 
\'nluC$·-·found for nonspawning pr,eterritorial mal~.: -Cat(2)) were all large in b6dy 
size nt ng~. ,GroUp sp~wners with GSis~l5% (i;e, outsid-e the range of G~ls 
representing both territorial and pre'territorial males: Cat(1)) .were small in length 
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Calculated totai length, and body weight relationships at age 
'for Newfoundland cunners. · · · 
Location: Sex: 
Bonne Bay Male ·· 
.. 
Female 
" Broad Cove Male 
Female 
NT = nonterritorial 
PT = preterritorial 








TL =total length (mm) 
'V b = body weight (g) .. 
r = correlation coefficient 
Relationship: r: 
ln(TL) = 4.1919 + 0.4256ln(Age) .. 72392 
In(~) = 1.1166 + 1.3914ln(Age) .71218 
In( ) = 3.8178 + 0.5463ln(Age) .93497 
ln(Wb)'= 0.1877 + 1.68291n(Age) .92407 
ln(TL)'= 4.1630 + 0.4541ln(Age) .90057 
ln(W·h) = 1.1617 + 1 ~4282ln(Agc) .96146 
ln('FL) = 5.2551 + 0.0800ln(Age) .23707 
ln(\V b) = 4.8589 + 0.1421lln(Age) · .14422 
ln(TL) = 3.7684 + 0.6p68ln(Age) .93~42 
ln(~b) ~ 0.0762 + 1.85~4ln(Agc) .p340_0 
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Table 3':"3: Calculated length-weight relation~hips for Newfoundland cunners. 
' 
Location: Sex: 
Bonne Bay Male 
·' 
Female 




NT = nontcrritorial 
PT = preterritorial 
T = territorial 
• 








TL = total length (mm) 
l r = correlation coefficient 
1- n_ = ·number of fish in analysis 
- - -- -
o6 
• J ' 
Relationship: r: n: 
:.-
1~(\V b)=. -12.6703 + 3.28511n(~fJ .Q9l3ll 194 
Wb = 3.1431xlo·6 TL3·285 
ln(W b) = -11.6085 + 3.087lln(TL) .99372 95 
Wb= Q.0885xl0·6 TL3·087 
. .. 
.99403 ln(W b) = -11.7126 + 3.~05lln(TL) - 185 
wb = 8.1000:d0"6 TL3·105 
ln(Wb) = -9.&775 +. 2.7072\n('f.L) .80526 .65 
. 
wb = 6.o2-7oxio·5 TL2·707 . 
Jn(Wb} = -11.2367 + 3.0154ln{TL) .00475 84 
"fb= 1.318lxl0"
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territorial males and prcterri'torial cunners. 
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Broad Cove· ~reterr.. and Terr. M\JI~ Cunners, _1984: 
Re~resston of ln(Total Lengt?\) on ln(Age) . 
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Regression of ln(body weight) on Jn(age)-for Droad ~ove 
territorial male~ and prcterritotial cunners. .· .. 
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1:3road Cove Prete.rr. and Terr. Male Cunners, 1984: 
Regression of ln(Body Weight) on· I~(Age) 
(Symbols represent individual fish) , 
0 
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~ 
Table 3-4: Student's t tests using means of TL, \V b' W 
8
, and GSI between 
females from Bonne Bay (BB) and-Broad Cove (~C). 
' 
Age Variable df: t 2-Tail Result: ('I 
Group: I 'tested: Value: Probability:, 
< 6 yrs TL .. 11 -2.86 ~ 0.015 BBp<BCil 




w 11 g 11 
. GSI ' 
6- 8 yrs T~ 31 . 
. wh 31 
\V - 31 g 
-31 GSI· 
9-11 yrs TL 28 
wb 28 
\Vg 28 
' 28 GSI 
12-14 yrs . TL 48 
\Vb . 48 
\V ~8 
. g • 
.GSI 48 
.2.15 yrs TL ' 38 -
\Vb 38 
( \Vg . 37 
~ ~. 37 GSI 
1 
' ''df = degrees of freedom _ 




. . .. ' 
.. " . . . ~ . \ . \. ·. ~ . . . . . . ,· .. ·. . . . 
: 
-2.Q6 0.013 BBp<BCil 
·-2.99 0.071 BBp=BC" 
.. 
' -2.69 0.012. BB,J<BC,, 
-2.81 0.008 llBw~-BC" 
-1.81 0.037 : Bl)p <BCil-
0.18 0.862 BBp=BC,, 
~~ . 
-3.57 . 0.001 . BB11<BCil 
-5.33 - 0.000 BB,,<BCil 
-4.94 0.000 BB11<BC,, 
-1.20 0.239 BB11=BCil 
• 
-3.06 0.004 • BBp~BC1, 
-2.09 0.042 BB11<BC,, ' 
-1.56 . 0.025 • BBp,<BCil 
. ' j>.48 0.634 BBp=BCil 
·, 
-1.56 0.000 . BBp<BCil 
-0.43 0.004 BBp<BCil 
-1.36 0.001 BBp<BC,, 
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Regression of In( total length) .on ln( ~ge) for B~nne Bay and 
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Bonne Bay. and Broad Cove Female Cunners, 1985: 
Re~ression of ln(Total Length) on I~(Age) 
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Regression of l~(body wei~ht) on ln(age) for Bonne Bay and 
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Bonne Bay and Broad Cove Female Cunners, 1985: 
· Regression of ln(Body Weight) on ln{Age) 
. (Symbols represent individual fish) · · 
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Figure 3-13: Mean body weights at len~th per age class of Cat( I) an4Cat(2) 
group spawning males from Bon1;1e Bay . 
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_Bonne Bay Group·.spawning Male Cunnera, 1984: 
- -
Mea·n Body Weigh& ·at· Length for Cat{~) and Cat(2) Males. 
: 
-Cat(1): Gqnados()fJl8tic Index ~ 15 %; Cat(2): GSI ~ 10 X - , ..
/•; 
-- -
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A male's· ·reproductive success primarily depends on how many of his 
sperm successfully fertilize eggs. Parker {1984) indicated that selection on males 
~ 
should f.avour mechanisms (e.g. behavioural, morphological, physiological) that 
increase an individual's chances of outcompeting sperm from rival males. He 
. . I . . 
noted that males with" external fertilization may have few alternative ways of 
' . ... . 
allocating reproduc.tiv'e effort in intrasexual contests. As previously described, 
.. t Q 4 
group spawning' in ·cunners involves a. lar'ge number of males simultaneously 
~ - . • 0 • 
.. . .., 
releasing gametes into the water column to externally fertilize a female's extruded 
. . ' .. 
eggs. Therefore, a m~Je group spawning cutuicr's rep_~oductiv~ s~ccess 1s likely· "to· 
be dircct.ly prg~ortional tq. the number of sp~!m ejaculated. Sperm competit~"' 
• • 't,: . ' . 
an · imp~rtant intra,sexual selectiv9t- force in · breeding systems with a high 
percc;1t.age of multiple paternity (Harvey and Harcou:;t {984), may sele~t .for large 
. . . 
gqnadal· investments in male cunner group spawn~rs. Investing heavily in gamete 
' . ' . . 
produ<'t.ion would. assu.re numerical predominance of self's sperm in the~ •ensuing 
. . 
pelagic .lottery: (Parker 19S4). The present study indicates that. ~his reasoning 
may well apply to male group spawning cun~rs, ~~h ich- make large gonadal 
- ' 
invcstmtmt.s early· in life with ~nergy allofmen ts apparently · independent of body 
. ~ . . 
size .(Fig11re 3·6) . . ·qonadqsomatic index values of ~5 to 46% were not uncommon. 
. ' 
for t.hcse fishes . 
.. 
This •high reproductive effort m group spawning males (i.e . large 
gonadal investmeni ··a.t an ea~ly .age, as opposed· 'to · deferred reproduction· in 
. ' . . . . . . ~ ,• prctcrritdria¥fuales) should invo~tieoffs for indi.Y.id~als. -A~cording to lif~ ~ 
history thco~y (see Williams 1966, Stearns 19161, energy disbursement to one basic 
- ' "' ' functio~ (e .. g. growth, maintena~ce, . or reproduction) consequently decr~es 
• • • I . ' , , . 
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male group spawning population at Norris Point in the present study were only . 
slightly less than those of the pret.erritorial male population at Broad Cove, 
indicating no signifitant 'tradeoff between high sperm production and decreased 
, 
somatic growth rate. Gonad WJ,~ight was not related to total length within each 
age class for male group spawners, co'ntrary to the negative r(')ationship exp('ctcd 
0 -
... 
with evidence of such a tradeoff. HGwever, male group spawner~ with 
gonadosomatic indices ~10% (i.e. in the range of GSI values characteristic for 
' " 
nonspawning preterritorial males) were all la\ge in body size at age, whereas 
IlJales with GSisL,l5% (i.e. outside the range of GSis representing both territorial 
. 
and preterritorial males) were small in length and body weiglit (Figure . 3-13). 
This suggests that large amounts of energy al19cated to gonads in group spawning 
males p-iay reduce internal energy resources available for body growth. 
In order to compare growth of Norris Point group spawning males 
I ' ').. , -. 
· w'ith t.hat of Broad Cove preterritorial males, differencss in habitat (e~g. length of 
' 8 • 
growing season: ;tbundance and quality of food) between both sampling sites must 
I • ~ .. 
be controlleafor so that effects of local envitonment on cunner growth can the~ • 
' I ',- . 
be .correcte~ for. This procedure would allow investigation of. differ~cnceli in 
gro\vth resulting from the different reproductive . tllctics used by, bot~ . types of 
-
males: · Female cunners exhibit the same growth and reproductive tactics 
irrespective -of geographic location, and the present s~udy in.fijcates that females 
from both ·populations were allocating the same pr~ortio_n of energy to gonadal 
development per unit .body weight. Theref<;>re, differences in female body size 
... ' ..... ~ "'-". 
may reflect differences in conditions for growth between Bonne I1ay and 
· Conception Bay. For example, BonneJay· has a longer period ~~ summer 
.water tem~eratures than C~~ceptiof Bay' (Steele 1974, Hooper unpubl.). "Norris 
Point females ~ere sigqificantly smaller in. length and body weight at · ag; than. · 
those of Broad Co~e, although differences were slighi. 
The slower . growth rate. observed for Norris Point females may 
. represent' differe~ce_s in on~ or a c~mbination of the followin~ctors: fo~d habit, 
food · availa~ility, or ]?cal population density between-sampling sites( Oil a et a/. 
(1975) found that the cunner's food habitS Y!iry widely with gcogra~ ltlcation, 
-· . . . r 
.. ~ ' 
. . 
' I ,'• ~ \ 
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in addition to showing se~onal changes. Therefore, t~ e'nergy content of foods 
conSUn)Cd by Norris Point females could possibly be less t~n. foods or Broad Cove 
females, but this speculation was not inv~stigated here. )Concerning local cunner 
population density, qualitative observations made during SCUBA dives at both 
sampling sites in the present study indicated that the cunner population at Norris 
\ 
Point was markedly 1denser than that of Broad Cove, altho.ugh population 
estimates are unavailable. This observation was made in situ prio·~ to cunners 
perce~y.ing the presenc_e of.divers. H~rt and Pitcher (1973) observed "that roach 
(Rutilus rutilus Linnaeus) in the River Nene experienced better growth once its 
major )lredator (pike: E_sox lucius Linnaeus) attained higher densities and thinned 
• (J ' 
out younger roach from an ini~ially dense populfl,tion, possibly reflecting decreased 
. ' 
intraspecific compe.tition in roach for limited food re~ources. Norris Point females 
may also experience ·a similar pattern of slow growth as a result of greater 
intraspecific competition for food in a denser cunner population. 
~ \ .In additJon ~cr a\parent differences in c\m~er, population densitj' 
between sampling ·sites, the sex ratio· at Norris Poin.t seemed great.ly skewed 
towards"females (9-19:1), a!i compared to the ·female/male rati9 'f Broad Cove 
' . (4:1; Ta.ble ·2-1). These data are not in agreement with the findings of Pottle and 
Green ( 197~a, 198lk which indicated a )1:1 ratio .,in Broad Cov~ and at least a 
3!: !m ratio a.t Norris, Point. However, th~ ~..,cr authors used ~~ternal fish C 
colo~ to ~etermine sex of ind)vidu-a.l cunners, whereas gonadal products oF' 
•st.rippc~ • or sacrificc~ners were' used in ~h~ pres~nt stu~ T~ ob,served sex 
ratios mny have bearing on which ma.{e reproductive tactic pred9rpinates in the 
respccti\·e cunner population, althou~---P'OSsible relationships were not studied 
. ...... ... 
"" . hcJ:e. As mcntioneg previously, vari~on in ·.a male's adoption of a parti'cul~r 
reprcpuctivc tactic rna)' depend on the lo<;al supply of ripe females, in addition to 
other factors (e.g. the density of spawning males in a population). A large supply 
of fe~nles a,ppears to be present in ~ male group spa"?ling 'popula~ion ~t Norris 
Point, whereas there are almost equivalent numbers of females and males in a pair 
spawning p-opulation · in Brdad Cove .. ·Dew (.1970). ~ a femal~jmale rati~ of 
1:2.15_ (Qr cunners;'~ Fishe? Island Sound, Conn~cu.t, but unfortunai~ly did not 
report on local cunner reproductive behaviour . 
•. 
' . ·, . : l: . :. ~ . . • . ; ~ • •• ; ..... -- • . ,' . ' • . : . ...... .' 
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A tradeoff of the high sperm production in group spawning males 
. - -
seems to be reduced longevity. A small proportion of males comprising the Norris 
. . ' 
Point sample 'was old (>9 years) ntJ.ative to toe large proportion of younger males 
, 
(between 6 and 9 years; Figure 3-1 ), whereas !at Broad Cove a. largQ p't:oportion. of 
the males were older (from 10 ·to 15 years; Figure 3-2). This 'early' mortality 
could possibly affect the Nbrris Point cunner pop1.1lation as a whole, irrespective 
-
of repro<;Iuctive effort or sex. For example, a harsHer, more unstable environment 
in Bonne Bay (i.e. with respect ~o water temperature, food availability, frequency 
. 
an<i magnitude of storms, etc.) rel!ltive to Broad Cove may increase physiological 
• 
stress on ~)) cun'ners, resulting in their early tlealhs. Ho..ever, comparisons' of 
~ema.le age ~distributions between both sa~piin~ sites refutes ·. ll~s possibility. 
While females older than those sample!J...at Norris Point '"':ere obtained from Broad 
Cove, the relative proportions of females at age were similal" (Figures 3-3 and 3.:4). · ..-
Although information ·on food availapility or stochastic climatic e~nts iis 
- • > ') " •• • 
unavailable for either ' loc.§ttion, water temperature data tend . tr.adict ·a. 
. · . ~ ' '· 
( speculation that Bonne Bay is a J110re unstable environment than Concept · Ba-~. · 
Alternately, the 'i'efative absence of old' males"' at Norris Point · m~y 
represent a .migration of~older males from the sampling site.· If so, these males 
would be absent from hoop net samples. Whether older males arc present in. the 
• . . J 
deeper waters of Bonne Bay, and, if so: hold territories, is unknown. Olla ct al. 
' (1975) noted that cunners older a~arger (210-420 mm TL) than' thosCJ fo.und . in 
" inshore waters inhabit ~ffshore reefs (primarily shipwrecks). Unfortunately, sexes 
i . 
were . not distinguished. They also ~peculated whether these · cunners were 
' -
originally recruited to ?ffshore site:; and remained there, or · were members of an 
inshore population 'that moved offshore after attaining a certain size (as iS ~he 
. . - \ . 
habit of a close relative of cui'mers: the tautog, Tautoga onitis Linnaeus). 
·Absence of territoriai male.:; at Norris Point may be a "direct 
consequence of the ·density of the local cunner population-. Warner a~d il9ffman 
(iQ80b) investigated ~ow changes in population density su~rounding t~c mating 
territory ~r another. labrid (the bluehead wrasse: 'thalassoma bifascialum) affect . 
~ 
_ reproductive success of ·resident' terr.itori.al males. They found that at low 
•. 
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population density territorial mating success increased with ·increases i~local 
population density (i.e. reflecting an increase in the supply of !emales). At higher 
p_opulation"densities, lime ·spent iA territory defe1tse increased with the number of 
interferi~J£ mal-es, and the time spent in _courtship was negatively correlat_ed with 
time spent in territ~ense. Consequently, territorial mating succ~s declined 
with increasing population aensity. Ter~ito~ies· remained economically 'defenda~Ie 
in this casff, since reproductive success or a territory bolder was higher than that 
0 ' , • 
of nonterritorial males. Reinboth. (1Q73) also reported that in T. bifasciatum 
group spawni!llf· was the predominant reproductive tactic on large reefs oChigher 
. . 
populatio~ densities, while pair spawning prevailed on small reef§ or low 
. . 
population densities. Meyer (197~) noted _that ro~ T. ·cu.pido at higher densities 
. . . 
group· spawning greatly exceeded pair spawning in frequency. "At high densitie~ or 
J 
· inter(~ring males, ·Warner and Hoffl!lan (1Q80b) fo~nd that territor~es ·became .too 
' " .· . . 
costly to IT)aintain: the mating success of territorial males decreased to levels 
• ' .. ... • 0 \ M 
below that of nonterritorial males. They ops~!ved that a defending male 
abandons his site _a.t high ' densities and establishes a territory in a less crowd~d 
nrc a,· or that he adopts . nonterritorhil behaviour and . remains in the. ·densely 
populated · r~gion. 
I 
... , The a't>ovJe fi,ndings of Warner and Hoffman _(lgsob) at hig~ Jo~al 
population densities may ~pply to the ~wo cunner populations in the present 
study. The apparently .high cunner population density at Norris Po1nt relative to 
Broad Cove (i.e. as . described previo~sly) possibly renders territories economically 
I . . .. . 
undefendable in an energetic sens.e. Large l!l~les j ·ay ~onsequently m6ve from 
Norris Point to become terrrtorial at other· sites, remain o~ site ~ group 
, spa,\rning nonterritorial males. Territorial maie cun ~rs have been observed in 
I . . 
Bonne Bay at South Gull Rock, which lies approximately 5 km eastward· from 
Norris Point (Pottle et . a/. 1Q81, this study). Those Norris Point 'males 
charac.teri~ed . by larger tota.lle~hs, body weights, and smaller gonad~ comprised 
- . 
t.he largest mode of gon.adosomatic index value~ (i.e. between 3.5 and 6%) found 
. ~ ' 
in t.his population. rhis range of __FSis resembles that which predominates in 
B~oad. c'~v~ preterritorial male~, ~ possibly .represents a territorlal Hfe history 
"'· 
, .. , 
' . 
. ' 
- ·. · . 
. •, 
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50 
strategy in Norris Point males. These Cis~ may invest more energy in somat.ic 
. . 
growth to attain, at a faster rate, body sizes advantageous to their future pursuit ~ 
of territories. -On the other hand, Norris Point male!s with small body sizes and 
larger gonads mostly had GSis of 16 to 21 %; for!lling the second largest mode. 
These fish may follow a purely group spawning ·strategy for life. The third· and 
smallest mode in GSI values ranged frdm 11 to 12%, and possibly represents a 
'mixed' group of males following either_ strategy (i.e. depending upon age and 
body size). 
Despite . having larger gonads than similar sized pretcrritorial males, 
group spawning males possessed a mean length at age only slightly less than that 
. . 
of tbese .nonspawning males. Coupled with the prediction that ·Broad Cove 
. . ' 
pre territorial males' should be ~ttempting_ to attain large body· sizes advantageous . 
to their future t pursuit of territories, this evid.ence suggests the operation or 
. 
growth compensatory mechanisms in group·· spaw.ning males. .Growt.h 
. ,· 
comp.~nsation refers to a tendency .of s~aller fish . to groW more_ rapidly to • c'atch 
up• with la.rger conspecifics (Gerkiiig '1966, Ricker ·1Q7Q). Growth ~omp<msn.tiori 
. could be achieved thr<?ugh alternate year sp~wning, in which individuals allocate · 
energ\y to growth in Jength"""and weight in. ·one year while curtailing spawning 
. . 
activities entirely, then become reproductively active in the following ycnr while 
deferring body growt.h. This alternating cycl~ would repeat every third. year, 





Norris Point males would possess go~ad~ le~s than 1.5 g (i.e. weights c~aracteristic --
"of cunners in' postspa..wning condition, irrespective . of body size and age); 
. . 
representing their nonsp;1.wningjbody grow.th siage of an alternate year cycle. 
However, aJI prespawning m_ales . collected at Norris. Point were ripe, although 
.. 
whether this cunner asse'molage consisted only of spawning fish is unknown~ 
Another . mechanism for · growth . compensation . may operate as a 
. . . ' 
physiological energy 'shu t', by which some proportion of en_ergy that 'normally ' 
is stored in body fat or other no re roductive tissues or .o,gans (i.e. reflected by 
. . 
increases in body weight per unit length with stomach and gonads rl!movcd) is· · 
. ~ . . 
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bo~y: weigpt per ~nit length than pre(erritorial males may support this possibility. 
·aerking (1966). observed that smaller bluegill sunfish (Lepomis :ac'rochirus) of a 
year class begin 'to grow earlier than thei; lafger com~anions, suggesting that 
growth compensation may result from the advantage in time gained by the 
smaller group. Data on the time of annulus formation (i.e. representing 
resumption of growth in lengtb) for Norris Point group spawning male cunners 
are unfortunately unavailable for comparison with Broa'd Cove preterritorial ~ 
males. 
Ann-ual ripening of gonads in preterritorial males (as 9bserved iJl the 
present study) may ser
1
ve two purpft~ whe!!. B:' territory becomes available, the 
prcterritoria~ male· which acqu.ites it is ready to pai~· spawn that. y~ar; .ripe 
prctcrritorial males·, lrre;pec~ve of body · size, . can • sneak • . spawn with p&ir 
I ' • • 
spawners·. Martel and Gree\1 (in press) observed several hiterference spawnings in 
·.. . ' . 
B'road Cove,_ i~ ~hich_ a pret.erritOrial male (•sn.eakerir.) rushed into a 'territory and 
' ' - ' . . . . 
joined a t~rritorial ~al~ and_remal; i~. gamete rel~~e, then quickly ~eft the .~·· 
As described earlier, sneak sp~wning is an- alter11ative re~~oductive tactic used by 
many spec!es, incl~d-ing tropicallabrids (Warner .an·~ HoffJ?an 1980a). Hoffm~n et 
' . ( . 
a/. (1985) found that interference spawning with territorial males was attempted 
~ . . 
by nonterritorial male Tha'lassoma bifasciatum lacking access to mating sites for 
more than a few minutes. 
The presrnt study indicates that terri~orial males invest more energy 
m gonads than preterri_torial. males, t~ereby supporting a finding reporte~ by 
Mn.r.tel"and Green '(in press) concernin~ tp~ reprodqctive success of territorial male 
cunners. Givep that a. large body size is important to a male cunner in obtaining. 
- . . 
a. . territ.ory, they found t_batbody size is not correlated with future reproductive · 
succes·s o~ce a territory has been establis-hed. However, gonad size is important t9 
. ' . 
a territoriat ( in~Je's reproductive succe~s. ':\'ith limited fo.od -r_esourees, energy 
' ~ ·. 
previously channelled to somatic growth by a pr.eterritoriaJ male ( i~:e~: to obt~in a 
. ' . . ~ 
arge body size) should ·be redirected· to sperm production .o~ce this (ish has 
. . . ~ . . 
• • 0 • ' ' ' I be~me terr~t-orial. Terr_itorial ~ale. gonad -~eights_ per unit body _weight' were 
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52 
Furthermore, the highest frequency of territorial gonadosoma.t.ic. index \'alucs 
ranged from 7 t.o Q%, whereas most preterritorial males had GSis between :1 and 
~ 5%. A second and smaller mode was found for territorial males with GSis 
between 3 and 4%. These males were 16 to 22 years old with go!}ad weights 
etween 6 and 8 g. Territorial males comprising the first mode were 13 to 20 
years old with gonad weights of 11 to 21 g. Within both modes, a. slightly positi\'c 
I 
relationship existed between gonad weight and territorial fish size, whereas no 
• tren~ was apparent for gonad size and age. 
Territorial males that have gonad sizes in the preterritorial_ range of 
values (Figure 3-7) may be 1first year' terri~orials that acquired territories in 't~r 
year . of capture. The energy_ cost in se~uring· ··a . territory may prohibit a~ 
immediat~ c~angeoyer to. higher· reproductive effort within :D. territorial' male's 
first year. A territorial male ·would therefore invest in "ametes ·on n. level 
charac.terizing its pret~rritor.ip.l . $tage, a~d increase. its sperm production in the. 
sJbsequelllb ~pa;ning season. This · first year territorial ·hypothesis . -could be 
invest.igated through a tagging/removal field experiment . . Individua1 territories of 
~ . 
defending males would be marked, then their owners captured a~d removed 
j 
before the spawning season begins. Each preterritorial male taking over a newly 
. 
· unoccupied -territory would be tagged·, and whole body wet weights per length just 
prior to and after the spawning season would be obtained for several years. 
Differences between pre and postspawning weights per annum would be compared 
t_o those of lJonger term' territorial males (i.e. defendiQg males that acquir.ed sites 
several years previous) and of males without territories. These indirect 
- ' 
measurements of gonad weightWould reveal any significant increases in gonadal 
.. 
. 
investment per unit lcng_t,h of newly esta:blished territorial males betv.~e.en their 
first and second year ~rter securing · ~ site, while contr9lling,for annual variability 
•• 
.. 
iQ food abu.ndance and water temperature. Preterritorial ·males should show the ' 
. . 
smallest annual weight differences, while 1ilcw' territorial males in their" first pair 
' • · \, I 
. spawning season should have gonad weights similar to those 'of preterritoriaJ 
mal_~s. No significant difference~ should be found between gonad wei~1t~ per unit 
. length of Dey.' territorial males . in their second pair spawning season and longer 
• ' l 
term territorial . tnales . 
. ,, 
. ... ' 
, .... 
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According to Figures 3-Q and 3-10, preterritorial males in Broad Cove 
reach a total length and body weight of similar magnitude to those of territorial 
males. However, the rate of attaining these body growth asymptotes appears 
quicker in territorial males, which reach them at a younger age. This·faster rate 
of growth in length and weight may be an important component in determining 
whi~b male successf~11y o_btains a territory. For example, a larger body size 
would ascribe an a:dvantage to a preterritorial male in conflict witb ~nother for a 
territory recen\ly made available for occupancy. Furthermo~e, the apparent three 
r ~ ·""· - ...:· 
or four outliers in Figures 3-Q and 3-10 could repre.sent _a few preterritorial~ales 
possibly following the aforemeJ\.tioned faster growth rate. ~though these fish had 
attained a l~rge size at age relative to other preterritorial males, they ~ad not yet 
successfully secured _a. -territory .. This latter observation may refle~t a local 
absenc·e of ; unoccupied . territories, as is indicated by fi~ld observations· (Green, 
. unpubl.). · t_ _} • 
To determine whether successful territorial males "Ft e1perie;ced a 
fas]er growth -rate relatiye to preterritorial ·. males in general, and if apparent 
preterritorial outliers hav·e done the same,· annular increments on otoliths or scales ~ 
f~~m thcs_e fish should ~e 'Illeasure~nd used for back-calculations of ~~) 
This woul~ allow eneration of individual growth curves for comparisons between 
territ.orial , • verage' preterritprial males, and apparent outliers. 
' . . t 
A com arison of the mean total lengths at age of cunners (i.e. sexes · 
combined) with latitude frqm the literature (Table 4-1) - indicates no readily 
apparent lat.itudina:l effect on cunn~r g~owth . Naidu (1966) ·noted a decrease in 
the rate ~r growth in l~ngth of . Newfoundla~d cu~ners w1th increasing latitude~ 
However, length data of Serc~u_k a~<l Cole (1Q74) in Massachusetts are 
- comparable (if no't smaller) to Naidu's rather than being significantly larger as 
' . 
. predicted given ·a decrease ,in latitude. Johansen .( ig25) obtained ~unners in . 
1917-18 from the Gulf of St.· Lawfence which were similar in size to those of 
. . ' -J.,. ' ' - ' 
Scrchuk a.nd Cole (IQ74), and larger .after age 5 than Naidu's (H166). Broad Cove 
cun~ers . i~ the present study were sm~ller ~t \ge than those 'or Naidu from the 
same site in 1Q64. 
. · •' . 
. " . .. • ' . 
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. Table 4-1: A comparison of the lit.~ature on mean total lengths .(mm) at age of 
cunners (i.e. sexes combined} with decreasing latitude. · ·Dates giyen 
represent year~ in which samples were caught. Known s~niple sizes 




. Age . Englee, Bonne Bay, 
(yrs): Nfld. Nfld. 
' 1964 1984 




3 117 (6) •. 
-
4 134 (26) 104 (3) 
5 145 (38) 115 (3) 
6 163 (18} 118 (17) 
7 192 {13)' 135 (47) 
8 201 (4) 153 (32) 
9 212 (5) 170 (55) 
10 251 (4) 178 (21) 
11 ·)6- rl 
- ' \) . 172 (11) . 
12 286 (6) 175 (~4) 
13 296 (2) 185 (17) 
14 306 (2) 190 (13} 
15 - . 207 (8) 
16 - 216 (6) 
17 - -. 
18 - 297 (1) 
19 -






are not included-'berc. 
Location and Reference 













































235 ( 16) 
.240 (11) 
2-l9 (5) 
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The above discrepancies in cunner growth across latitude may be 
attributable to invalid age data. For cunners apparently 7 years and older, 
Johansen (1Q25) stated, •It is, however, _very difficult to decide the exact number 
of •winter·rings• upon scales of such old fishes•. • Dew (IQ70) noted that for 
Connecticut cunners, •It was dirricult to -jnterpret scales with over four annuli, 
and tJte maximum readable age was 5 ye3:rs•. Serchuk and Cole (IQ74) observed 
th·~t, • Annular marks (9n scales) were often difficult to discern in older fish due 
to crowding•, and that, •the first annulus in many specimens was often indistinct 
I 
and difricult to discern •. Johansen also noted the latter problem. Naidu did not 
mention either problem in aging his samples, although both must have been 
· present since these problems were encountered in the present study for cunner 
scales· from Broad Cove and Norris Point. Given this great difficulty· in 
distinguishing a.nnuli on. scal~s of cunners older than 7 years,· lengths recorded by 
... . 
Johansen may actua1ly represent much older fishes, thereby explaining their· larger 
_, 
.sizes as compared to those of this study and Naidu's. Naid.u's length data may 
also represent older fish for this same reason. Unfortunately, Serchuk and Cole's 
study included only data fo~ fish less than 7 years old. 
Problems. in determining annular marks on older cunner scales can 
usuaJly be avoided by reading otoliths instead. Otoliths are generally far better 
t.han scales in ·age determinations qf cunners, althoug~ previous researchers {as 
prese~ted above) studying cunner neglected to use otoliths. The present study 
. . ; 
indicates that annuli are mafe readily distinguishable on an otolith, and its first 
, annulus is easily found. Crowding of annuli on the· margins of otoliths does not 
generally occur until age 15, whereas annular c~owding is comm~n on the margins 
t . 
of scales older than 6 years. 
Johansen (1925) noted that the average body. size of female cunners 
from the Gulf of St. Lawren~e was larger tJ:ian that of males. Serchuk and Cole ,a 
' 
(lg74) of~e.n fou~d that males L. 150 mm TL from. Mass~usetts were· a year 
. older than females . of 'the same size . . Naidu (1966) mentioned that females· in 
Broad C~ve (NF) grew at a slightly faster rate than males, but that yariation in 
gro~vth between female and male cunners from ~is other three sampling sites was 
' · . ... · .. ··.~ .. ... 
\-~. 
.. 
·: .. ; 
. •· 




inconsistent. Females collected from both Broad Cove and Norris Point (NF) in 
the present~tudy were consistently smaller at age than males (i.e. excluding 
territorial males); an (bservation similar t~ that of Dew (lg7o) (or cunner.~ from 
Fishers Island Sound Connecticut. This result contradicts a general rule for 
teleostian growth: females are larger in TL at age than male conspccifics (LeCre~ 
1958, Moyle and Cech 19.r)· However, Moyle and Cech (1982) n.)so stated that in 
· general females are smaller sized at age than males if the latier sex is territorial. 
The finding that female cunners were heavier at length than resident males (albeit 
diffe11ences were slight between sexes in ~road Cove) agrees with a second ge,peral 
growth pattern in teleosts (ibid.). This observation contrasts with those of Dew 
· (1Q70), and Shumway and Stickney (1975) for Rhode· Island c~nners. The latter 
authors concluded that· sex need not be considered wh.en' determining cunner 
weight on the b~is of length. · 
Alternative reproductive tactics are widespread wi~hin species of the 
animal kingdom. Resear~on intraspecific tactical variation has progressed 
beyo_nd identifying reproductive alternatives to hypothesizing on their theoretical 
' 
implications on species' life history evolution. Armed with this theoretical 
groundwork, scientists must now venture further and collect empirical evidence to 
. ' 
evaluate their predictions concerning species' life histories. Both qualitit.ivc •, 
. '· 
. . 
identification and quantitative evaluation ·of tradeoffs between a s'pecies' life '1 
history traits should constitute the next step for refearch into each alternative 
. 
. reproductive tactic, with costs and benefits of these tradeoffs juxtaposed against 
# . 
environmental sources ·of mortality. Investigation of costs associated with each 
reproductive alternative will provide data fundamental to predicting which 
reproductive tactic, or set of alternative tactics, would be utilized by a species in ' 
any given environment. This knowledge would prove extremely important in 
future •mapping• and understanding or the evolution or a species' life history 
traits. 
. ,. . ' . 
·' 
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T~is study ventures one step beyond the t~eoreti~al aspects of 
alternative reproductive tactics by attempting to identify and evaluate the 
tradeoffs, or costs of reproduction, associated with each of two tacti<:s previously 
noted for the Newfoundland male cunner. The empirical evidence collected in 
.. 
this study cl3nstitutes a basis for evaluating several predictions of life-1listory 
' 
theory, Information obtained from scrutiny of these hypotheses forms a 
foundation upon which an understanding of a cunner's life history evolution can 
be established, once future research generates more quantitative knowledge of the 
physiological and bioch,emical aspects of tactical variation in cunners. 
,. ' 
Methodologies developed to achieve th.ese ,goals with a. readily studied species like 
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4.1. Summary 
I. The predictio,of high reproductive effor~ in group spawning- male 
cunners (i.e. investing heavily in sex products early in liCe) · is 
supported. Gonad weights and gonadosomatic indices pN age clnss 
\ , 
. 
were significantly greater in group spawners as lompared t.o 
. 
preterritoriaT males younge{than 15 years. -Group spawnejs allocated 
significantly more energy to sperm production per unit body weight 
than preterritorial males. 
2. Group spawnmg· m cunners involves a large number or males 
simultaneously releasing gamete~ into the water column t.o externally 
fertilize a. female's extruded eggs, and large gonadal investments in 
male group spawners are probably a result of sperm competition . 
. 
~ 
Investing heavily in ·gamete production would a.c;~ure numerical ' 
predominance of self's sperm in the •ensuing pelagic"'lottery• (Parker 
. 
1984). The pr~sent study indicates that this reasoning may well apply 
to male cunner group spawners, which apparently allot energy t0. 
gonads in~ependently of body size. 
3. Length and body weight at ·age of the male group spawning population 
. . . 
0 
at Norris Point were significantly less than those of the prcterritorial 
. . 
male population ·at Broad Cove. Body si~ differences were slight, . 
however, su_ggesting no significant tra.deoff between high · sperm · 
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. .. 
related to total length within each age cla'ls for male group spawners, 
. 
contrary to the negative relationship expected with evidence of such a 
tradeoff. 
4. Evidence suggests at least two reproductive/growth tactics 'occur m 
.' 
Norris Point male cunners. Given the presen~e of territoriality m 
Bonne Bay, ~ales (with GSis~IO%) characteri~ed by larger Tlj, \~ b'-
and smaller gonads 'may l~ter forego group spawning an.,d beC'ome ·-
.. 
territorial, whe~eas males with 1 smaller body size and larger gonads 
(and GSis.2_15%} may remain group sp~wners throughoUt life. 
5. ~vidence supporting a . t:adebff betwrn big~ sperm production and 
reduced_ lopgevity predi.<zted fo~ group spa').Ying male~ was ~f)Und _ Jn 
' ~c population.· age_ structure. Norris Point harboured a small 
' - q. -
. . . 
proport.ion of old males (>·g ye_ars) an~ a large proportion of younger 
males (aged 6-9 years), whereas a ·farge proportion of preterritorial · 
- . 
males from 5 to 15 years old was present in Broad Cove. 
6. This apparent •early' mortality of group spawn,ng males is not 
. 
attributed t.o . local environmental perturbations (e.g. a harsh 
- - ·I . • ' 
environment wo~lsl affect the Norris Point cunner population as a 
whole, irrespective of reproductive effort or sex). AgO/frequencies of 
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7. Growth enhancement expe~ted for · Norris 1Point mnles (e.g. due to n 
longer period of warmer summer water temperatures in Bonne D~y 
.. 
relative to Conc;ption Bay) was not evident. Differences i~ ~bitnl 
. . 
between both sa~~ling sites would. be reflec'ted in female body size, 
since female cunners have similar life 1histories irrespective of 
geographic location. Norris Point females were significantly smaller in 
length and body weight at age than those of Broad Cove, although 
I 
differences were slight. 
-
I . 
8. The slower growth rate of Norris Pofht females may result from one or 
• .. • ( 0 • . 
a combination of the following factors: smaller energy content of foods 
. 
. . 
consumed by these .fish as compare~. to foods of .... B~oa~ C~vc femts; 
greater food abundance in Broad Cove; or highor cunner population . 
·. · de~sity 'at No~ris Point resulting in i~cre£gcd intr~pecific _compctitiJ. 
for · limited too·~ resour~es. .Although i~·formation on the n/st two. 
possibilities is unavailabl~, evidence indic"ates that there. are differences 
. r local populatio~ density ~etween both s~mpling sites. 
. . 
9. The apparently high cunner population_ density ·at, Norris Point may 
a.lso render territories economically und~fendablc, th<:reby explaining '), 
: . 
" it~ lack of territorial males. Territorhll cunncM may move from Norris 
, -
.Point to defend sites elsewhere, or rem;1in in the densely populafed 
• 
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. 10. Despite having larger gonads than -similar sized preterritorial males, '-
gfoup spawning males possessed a mean length at age only slightly l~ss 
~ 0 
than that of these nonspawning mAles, suggesting the operation of 
('!~· · 
, "" growth compensatory .mechanisms m group spawnmg males. 
I . 
--
Spcc"ulation that growth compensation was achieved through alternate 
y·ear S'pawning was unsupported, sin-ee all prespawning males collected 
at Norris Point were ripe. Whether this cunrier ass~mblage consisted 
• 
only of spawnjng fish is unknown. 
II 
11. Group spawnint male~ w~re smaller in body weight per unit length 
relative to preterritorial males. This po~bly represents a growth 
- ' . 
compensatory mechanism _in the form of a physiolo-gical energy •shunt', 
by wl~ich ·som~ .proportion o( ep.ergy that -·norma\lly' is stored in 'bo~* 
·' \ \ 
fat or other nonreproductive tissues or -organs is ~-sed f~r grofth in~ 
, \ 
- lengt~. - ~ 
•_j 
12. Annual ripening of gonads in Broad Cove preterritorial males (as· 
. 
. 
of>served in this study) may ~rve two purposes: when a territory becon~ available, the pret~rritoriaj mal_e which acquir~s it is ready to 
- ~--
pair spawn that year; ripe pret~rritorial males, irrespective of body 
. 
size·,·can speak spawn with pair spawners (Martel and Green, in press). 
r . / 
13. Broad Cove territorial male GSis and g6nad wejg~ at age were 
, \ 
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per unit b~dy weight ,.,·ere also greater iri territorial males. These 
. 
findings confirm an observatibn previously reported by Martel ·and 
Green (in press): .body size is not important t.o the future rcproductiYe 
success of a defending territorial male. Given the importance of n · 
large body size td a pret.erritorial male in securing a tt>rrit.ory, en<'rgy 
/ 
consumed from limited food resources may be redirected from solnntic 
'! growth to sperm production once a male has become territorial. 
' 
14. An important compone?t in detern1ining which male successfully 
obtains a territory &ppears to be how quickly an individual att.ain·s a 
somatic growth. asymptote. This i!? suggested by the rin~ing it.hnt. 
territorial males in Broa~ Cove reach a_ to.tal length nnd body weight 
of similar magnitude to those o~ . preterritorial males, but at a fn.c:;tcr 
rate. A iarger body size at age of the former · male ,would b~ nn 
advantage in conflicts with another pretcrritorial male for an 
unoccupied territory. 
15. A comparison of the mean total lengths · at age· of cunners (sexes 
combined) ~ith latitude fro~ the literature indicates- no readily 
apparent latitudinal effect on cunner growth. Ilowcvcr, this absence 
- ' -
of an inverse rclati'onship of cunner growt'b with latitude may be due 
. -· \ 
to invalid age data in the litera:ture. Ages of _cunncr.S · coJJected m 
{. 
previous studies have probably been underestimated . 
. ' :. I 
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·per age class than local males (excluding territorial males}; an 
... 
observation., similar to that of Dew (1970) for cunners from 
Connecticut. This finding contradicts those of Johansen (1925) for 
Gulf of St. Lawrence females, _and of Serchuk and Cole (H)74} for 
many cunners from Massachusetts. Females from both locations in the 
present study were heavier at length than males, although differences 
were sligh~ between sexes in Broad Cove. Both Dew. (1970) and 
Shumway and Stickney (1975) had observed equival~nt length-weight 
relationships between cunner sexes. Naidu l(Hm6) reported no 
consistent variation in growth betw~en female and male cunners from 
,{J -
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Summary table of multiple linear regression analyses· and F test results for 
....... 
cunners from Bonne Bay (BB) and Broad Cove (BC). Territorial males included' 
(BCt). The first F value listed pe_r relationship refers to a test for dirrerence~ 
between slopes of separate regression lin~. The second F vatue, if present, refers 
to a test for differences betwee~ group means. 
Location n: Relationship: Separate F Value: 
and Sex: R2: 
••• 
F(2,337) = 
••• BB male 341 GSI vs Age 0.12 29.52 
· Be male NS 
. 
NS F(~,33o) = 
..... 
BB male 33g ln\V vs lnAge 55.22 
BC ma.lc g ••• 0.62 
q ' 
·"::"· 0 .... BB . male 374 lnWg vs lnWb NS . F(2,370) = ll6.53 BC male ••• 0.61 
••• BB ma.le 34·5 lnTL vs lnAge 0.52 F(2,34I) = 0.29 
BC male r ••• F(2,341;; 0.92 •• 5.22 
' ••• BB male 345 ln\Vb vs lnAgc 0.51 F(2,34t) = 0.04 
••• BC male 0.92 ••• 
F(2,3·11) = 5.85 . 
lnTL vs lnWb ••• ••• BB male 37g 0.98 F(2,375) = H .OD 
. BC male ••• 
') 0.90 
I 
•• BCt male 221 GSI vs Agj! NS F(2,2I7) = 4.84 
BC male NS· 
! 
I I 
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BCt male 221 
BC male . ' 
BCt male 248 
BC male 
BCt male 224 
BC male 
BCt male 224 
BC . male 
. 
BCt male 65 
BC male 
BB female 166 
BC female' 
BB female 166 
BC female 
BB female 165 
BC female 
BB female 165 
BC female 
BB female . 178 
BC female · 
BB -female 179 
BC female 
. 
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••• In \V vs lnAge . NS . F(2,217) = 31.04 g 
••• 0.62 . 
4 
• 
F(2,244) = ln\V g vs lnW b 0.07 0.79 
••• 0.61 ••• F(2,244) = 32.44 
NS ••• lnTL vs lnAge F(2,220) = 30.47 
••• 
'0.92 
••• In Vv b vB lnAge NS F(2,220) = 39.08 
••• 0.92 
. 




lnlfL VB lnAge 
i ••• 
F(2,162) = 0.87 2.82 
••• ... 
" 
0.87 F(2,162) = 35.91 
. 
••• 
F(2,162) = In \V b vs lnAge 0.86 2.09. .... 
0.8.7 ••• F(2,162) = 31.90 
GSI vs Age NS 
. \F(2,16;) = 1.51 
NS ~ 
F(2,161) = 2.14 
In \V g vs lnAge ••• F(2,16I} _= 0.80 2.12 ... 
0.84 ... F(2,161) = 30.55 
' 




·F(2,174) = 2.53 
. , . 
• 
lnTL vslnVv b • •• F(2,175) ·= 0.99 1.91 ... 
0.99 F(2,175) = 0.00 
I .' • "' 
J. 
,_., 
. ' - ~. :-~ 
. . ' .... . ~ 
.[J.-:~ ":,·~ !.,-_, 1 .. ... · ~ · ·: " · . ' . '(, ' ' : : ·· · - ·.:., .. ·;~: . ... \~ it · ~ 
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*' = p < 0.05 
** = p < 0.01 








NS = Not significant 
·--· · . 
" 1,· ,: ·' 
. ,. ~ · l ' .. ..... 
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Relationship: 
In TL vs InA ge 
In W b t'S JnAge 
lnTL vs In \V b 
In TL vs InA ge· 
In 'V b vs lnAge 
IQTL vsJn'Vb 
... _ .I. 
.. . 
. '• . ~~g 
, 
Separate F Value: 
R2: 
••• •• ~ F(, ,.,.9) = 4.G7 
••• 
.. , .. u 
0.87 
.. 
I ••• 0.51 F(2,259) = 2..t5 .... 
0.86 ••• 
F(2,259) = 10.40 







••• ... 0.92 ~,(2,244) = 10.73 ... 
0.87 
... • 
'0 .99 F(,,G~) = 3.55 
•*• 
..,).. ~) 
0 .99 . 
11 I. . . 
. : \ ' . 
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~ APPENDIX B ' , 
Table of untransformed data collected for prcspawning male and fcmal~ cunners 
from Bonne Bay and Broad Cove (Co·nception Bay), Newfoundland. Numbers in 
1 parentheses refer to sample size. Due to missing age classes in these data, 
postspawning samples are included where indicated by an asteriJl..(*)· 
Sex: Status: Age Variable Mep.n: Range: 
. (yrs)~ ·Measured: 
Bonne Bay ·Male NT 2* TL 81.33 (3) 71.00 - 85.00 
'-
. wb 7.16 (3) 5.63- 8.87 
0 
4* TL 104.00 (1) 
-
,.5 wh 16.38 (1) -
' TL 115.00· (3) 107.00- 125.00 
wb lg,73 (3) 14,g8- 25.42 
w . 4.17 {3) 2.13- . 5.51 g 
23.38 (3) 8.38- 32.44 GSI 
a • 
6 ·TL 125.67 (12) 112.00- 140.00 
wb 25.~8 (12) 18.23 - 35.27 
w . 6.44 (12) 3.12 - lO.~ll g 2.5.44 (12) 11.88- 46.84 GSI . 
~ 
" ' 
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Variable Mean: " 
Measured: 
TL f!h.78 (36) 
wb 41.51 (36} 
w 7.01 (36) g 19.30 (36) GSI 
~ 0 166.14 (21) 68.41 (21) w. ~ 8.92 (20) g 17.75 (~0),}. GSI . 
105.22' (~6) 
114J)8 (46) 
8.18. (tt4L . 
GSI 9.16 ~} 
TL 198.15 (13) 
wb 121.92 (13) 
w~ 7.95 (13) g 
·8.64 (13) GSI 
.. 
TL . 168.11 (9) 
We · 73.06 (9) 
. 'b 
W. 7.13 (!l) g 12.49 (9) GSI 
\ 
Range: 
123.00 - Hl5.00 
22.38 - 120.53 
1.91- 12.12 
3.98-: 43.22 
134.00 - 218.00 
29.64 - 160.47 
2.75 - . 18.60 
2.49- 43.52 
141.00- 2.52.00 . 







141.00 - 242.00 
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Mean: . Range: Standard 
. . 
Error: 
168.80' (15) . 132.00 - ·241.00 7.09 
70.92 (15) 32.16 - 213.60 il.68 
8.78 {15) 4.02- 20.45 . 1.12 
15.81 (15) 2.68- 34.91 2.34 
, .... .... 
182.50 {8) ' ~5.0~ - 200.00 7.00 • 
86.62 (8) 39.61 - 121.09 10.62 
- . . 
. 8.92 (8) 4.44- 15.08 1.45 
10.92 (8) 5.00- 17.29 1.63 
. . 
-
. . 187.60 (~ l60.00 "'.232.QO 13.48 
102.25 (5) . "55.51 - 198.19 27.21 
10.51 (5) . 4.94.- .16.71 2.50 
~10.54 (5) 8.43- i2.88 0.89 
1US.40 .(5) 170.00- 225.00 10.52 
. 116.23 {5) . 72.16- 175.63 18.05 
7.64 (5) 5.62- 9.44 0.74 
6.86 (5) 4.80- 8.041 0.57 
. 
. 
210.50' {2) 180.00 "" ~32;00 21.50 
155.{)7 '• (2) 92.0{) - 219.84 63.~.8 
7.73 ·(2) 
.. 
7.57 _. 7.89 0.16 
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;.~·;-~ .  :_:;_ .... ~ : - . . ..:~ i .. 
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,~ 
· · L<Jcation:_ · 
I. 
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' ,_ . 
' .. 
·"'-
Sex: Status: Age 
. 
























































. 262.00 . (1) 
. - -
. !.142.18 (1} ' 
-
-: 243~00 (2) . 242.00 - 244.00 
210.22 (2) }g1.51 - 228.Q2 
. 73.80 (5)' 65.oo- s&:oo 
5.54 (5). 3.66- 8.38 
. 0.11 (5) ' - 0.06- 0.20 
1.87 (5) .. 1.~4- 2.39 - ·' 
I 
~04.00 (3) Q4.00- 109.00 
15.59 (3) 13.17'- 16.93 
1.15 (3) . 0.60- 1.43 
7.15 (3) : - 4.56- 8.451 
: 
110.40 '(5) . og.oo- 123.00 
20.43 (5) 18.37 - 25.00 
~.05 (5) 1.27- 2~50 
10.10 (5) 6.85- 13.61 
124.82 (11) 111.00 - 140.00 
27.22 {11) 20.11 - 36.81 ' 
2.16 (11) . . 0.85- 3.88 
7.94 (11) - 3.68 - 13.47 
I 
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• Variable Mean: 
Measured: 
TL ~ 139.46 (11) 
wb 39.98 (11} 
w 3.59 (ll) 
. g 
GSI 8.g4. Ill) 
TL -- 145.11 (9) 
wb 40.60 (9) 
w 3.5_7 (9) g 8.68 (9} 
·csi 
: 
TL 158.25 (8) 
wb . 50.62 (8) 
l w 3.57 (8) . g 7.02 (8) GSI 
TL 176.50 (2) 
wb . 76.17 (2) 
w 3.78 '(2) g 
~ 5.11 (2) GSI 
TL 180.67 (0) 
wb 87.06 (9) f 






.- · · Range: 0 St~ndard 
Error: 
126.00- ·157.00' '2.76 
-
. 30.61 - 62.97 2.73 
.. tOQ- 8.55 . 0.62 
1.20 ~.65 -/13.58 
'- .. 
12ROO - 175.00 
25.81 - 66.93 
~ 1.55 .~ g2.85 
,4.14 - 15.64 
. 
148.00 ..: 168.00 
42.63- 59.73 
:". ·.~1.:18 - 6.94 
2.21 -. 11.62 • 
. ~-"" 
170.00 - 183.00 
66.39 _, \ 85.95 
3.44' - 4.12 
4.00.- 6.21 
~ 
154.00 - 210.00 
43.08 ~ 142.81 
2.35- 10.43 
3.40 - 0.57 
. 
, , 
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. ........., _ 
Mean: 
188.22 {9) 











221.75 (4) ' 
171.13 (4) 
9.46 · (3) 
5.91 (3} 
297.00 (1) . 
4,73.10 (1) 
42.30 (1) 
8.94 . (1)' 
-· ' · 
-;___ Range: -
153,00 - 236.00 
50.59. - 2p 1.31 
3.46'- 28.09. 
3.98- 11.23 
160.00 - .232.00 ·, 
56.46 - 185.17 
. 3.72 - _20.43 
3.14- 12.14 
203.00 - 2Z7 .00 
-_124.53- 1~5 
7.40- 15.52 
- 5.94 ~ 8~40 . 
: . . .} 
203.00 - ~40.00 l ' . 
.. 117.8i ::. 220.47 i 
' 
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... -_.:: . .:.. .. · ... -=~:~::~~;;.·:.;;~ ... ~~~ .. ,.--:r ... ::. _ ... _~ • c: . 
~ . ' 
,_ .... 
Sex: ' · St~tus:. 
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' L !'" 
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. ' ·If .. , 


















· Age Variable ~ Mean: . 
.-(yrs): _, Measured: .· 
3* TL . {)2.90 (10} 
. wb ' 10.77 (10) 
4* . 105.00 (1} TL 
wb 17.66 (1) . ,
5* . TL 
, 
125.40 (15} 
wb 26.47 (!5) 
6 TL 145.58 (12) 
. wb 42.26 (12) 
w ' 1.50 (12) g 3.70 (12) . GSI 
8 TL 168.17 (6) 
wb 67.68 (6) 
w 3.00 (6) .. g 4.48 (6) GSI 
. 
0 TL 175.71 (17) 
... wb 73.76 (16) 
w 3.92 (16) 














n•oo ~· 138.00 
17.64- 37.27 
• 
131.00:- 150.00 ' 
26.70 - 56.01 
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'.· .... ;~~ 
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;~ Location; : ... "". 
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185.67 (3) 1'84.00 - 188.00 
94.01 {3) 85.20 - 104.90 
5.40 (3) 3.02-: 7.14 
• 5.73 (3) . - 3~29- 7.09 
---
101.01 (11) 182.00- 203.00 
99.88 (11) 82.93 - 120.66 '-
5.23 (10) 3.50- 6.33 
5.35 (10) . 3.85- 7.21 
. 
. 191.82 (17) 174.00- 241.00 
105.78 (17) . .'73.16- 197.47 . 
6.36 (17)-~ 3.02 -. 12.79 
' 6.26 (17) 2.78 ·- 10.35 
205.26 (31) 182.00 - . 262.00 
125.11. (31) 84.91 - 263.80 
6.35 (31) . 2':qJ - 13.50 
5.22 (31) 1.84 -:' 8.80 -
215.32 (22) . 187.00 - 252.00 
149.38. {22} 98.35 - 245.21 
7._93 {22) ' 3.10- 13.82 
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·LOcation: 
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Variable . Mean: . 
Measured: 
TL 221.50 (34) 
wb 156.29 (35) . 
w . 8.77 (33) · g 5.61 (33) GSI 
. 
TL 233.00 (9) 
'\Vb 187:49 (9) 
~f . 7.93 (9) 4.30 (9) 
-...... 
TL 228.33 (3) 
wb .. 178.25 (3) 
w 7.76 (3) g . 
.4.57 _(3) GSI 
TL 249.00 (i) 
w · 20~.77 (1) b 
4.54 (i) w g 2.18 (1) GSI 
' 
TL 249.00 (1) . 
wb 231.20 . (1) 
. \V 13.32 (1) 
' 








102.00 - 255.00 
9.K05 - 231.69 
5.21 • 15.66 . 
2.94- 10.57 
. 
205.00 -· 210 
'·125.24 _· 21 . 3 
5.66- 9.82 . 




4.52- 10.08 , 
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.Male t 13 
. 









. ..... "" ........ 
VJ~,rial;>~ . Mean: 
~ea.sured: • 
TL 246.00 (2) ' 
wh 206.83 (2) . 
... w 12.05 (2) 
g 
.... 6.05 (2) 
· GSI 
TL 247.00 {1) 
-w . 221.2.8' (1) 
,b 
w 9.31 (1) g 4.21 (1} GSI 
TL 235.00 (4) 
wh . 186.00 (4} 
w 15.f3 (4) g 7.96 (4) GSI 
·-TL 241.00 (3) ~ 
\Vb 202.22 {3) . . 
\V 18.69 (3) g 9.49 {3) . GSI . 
TL -237.12 (~ 
\V 186.21 (8) 
,b 
·. 15.97 (8) \\~ 
g 8.70 (8) . GSI 
-
l' 
Range·: . , 
236.00 - 256.00 
180.74- 232.91 
- 10.06 - 14.04 









• 223.00 - 244!00 
159~19 -. 211.00 
9.1n- 2a.g8 
6.23 - - 11!37 
. 
230.00 - . 255.00 
. 174.68 ~ 241.45 
16.25 - 21.81 
'7.46- 12.49 
220.00 - 253.00 
. 156.57 - 216.40 
9'.58 - 19.32. 
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--· ~-~:: 
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'~:~~-~:!i~~~;-"'i:;<-~~· " .. -. .- -. 













... ~ ' ~--:-. ·:!? 
• 
.. 
Age Variable Mean: . Range: · Standard 
(yrs}: Measured: 
. Error: ·, 
-16 TL 242.00 (14} 222.00 ~ 258.00 2.89 -
'vb 197.31 (14) . 141.12 - 244.86 7.63 
\V 13:36 (14) 6.09 - 25.26 - 1.48 g 6.82 (14) . 3.11- 12.58 0.77 GSI 
~ J 
17 TL 235.87 (8) - 223.00- 248.00 2.94 
"'b 193.72 (8) 
- . 
' 157.47 - 22Q.41 7.41 
w .,16.42 (8) 7.89 - 28.82 \ 2.36 g 8.67 (8) 3.59 -. 15.97 1.36 GSI 
" 
18 TL 237.00 (8) 226.00 - 252~00 2.93 
wb 184.72 (8) 164.86-- 217:.48 6.50 




261.00 (1) ~ 19. , TL -
- -.... 
wb 233.01 - (1) - -
· W 15.50 (1) - -g 6.65 (1) . (" GSI - -
. 20 TL 246.25 . (4) 243.00 - 250.00 1.44 / 
w~ 195.15 (4) 192.00- 202)15' 2.45 
w 14.48 (4) 8.49- 19.79. 2.33 
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.... ~_ s • 
Stat-us: -· ___ _Age Yariable 
















NT 5 TL 
wb 















































245.00 - 276.00 
189.84 - 293.48 . . 




12.88 - 19.95 




22.65 - 37.29 
1.86- . 3.62 
8.21. 9.71 
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TL 165.67 (3) 
wb 68.83 (3) 
w 5.60 (3) g 8.07 (3) GSI 
TL 175.33 (3) 
wb 83.40 (3) 
w 7.37 (3) g 8.71.(3) GSI 
... 
TL 168.08 (6) 
wb 73.62 . {6) 
w I 6.82 {6) g 0.18 (6) 
-GSI 
TL 186.50 (2) 
. 
wb 00.56 (2) 
w· 7.01- (2) g 8.14 (2) GSI 
· TL Hl4.50 (4) 
r'\ wb 107.07 (4) ) w 0.41 •( 4) 
.: Gsf 8.86 ( 4) 




r 155.00- 176.00 
57.76- . 83.~1 




70.88 - 98.34 
5.52- 9:70 \ 
7.70- 9.96 
156.00- 177-.00 









186.00 - 211.00 
80.70- 144.98 
7.60- 12.57 
7.43- 10.68 . 
\ ·, . 
t 
. ' 































: : ~-i; .. ;.;! 
f?:~ ·r-











•• :!~ : 
': u• • 

































Status: Age Variable 





























203.71 (7) 179.00 - 253.00 
125.46 (7) 82.44- 224.79 
11.39 (7) 6.03- 24.66 
8.79 (7) 7.31- 10.97 
209.54 {13) 181.00 - '255.00 
132.55 (13) 91.21 - 205.48 . 
10.75 (13) 6.60- 16.57 
8.12 {13) 6.84 - 11.04 -
\ 
. 
226.13 (8) 198.00- 240.00 
170.25 (8) 107.92 - 205.88 
14.04 (8) 8.08- I8.3g 
8.82 (8) 7.37- 10.64 
238.00 (7) 213.00 - 271.00 
194.21 (7) 130.92 - 267.90 
16.65 (7) 10.43 - 21.83 
8.57 (7) 7.76 _, ·9.89 
252.25 (8) 224.00 - 305~00. 
232.76 f8) 158.87 .. 355.39 
20.54 (8) 12.11 - 28.57 -
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· NT = nonterritorial 
P-T · Pr-ete!ritoml 
· T = territorial 
I 
"-:.:-" 
':::· .TL = total length (mm) 
;; ·:'_ , W b = body weight _(g) 
~-- ~ ·. W · -gonad weight (g} 
·l. " 
Status: 
. J _ __,, 
. 
··-
"'' - . g --
·.·. · · _ GSI = gonadosomat~c index(%) 
.. . ,_ 
. . 
~-:::~ .8 ' 
- ·:.,.; ;.:·~: . .. 
... : ... ~ ~ ......... ·:....·-.... ·: .• 
- -!'~· -, . .. 
' •'# 









.... __ • f 











































254.00 - 280.00 
281.24 - 286.14 
26.41 - 29.50 
9.23- 10.49 
257.00- 263.00 
235.39 - 27~.64 
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